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Rigid single-span gable frames have proved highly adaptable to the 
construction of farm and light industrial buildings. These frames are 
usually of the two-hinged or three-hinged configurations. The usu a 1 
methods of design assume that the frame is attached by means of a 
frictionless hinge to an unyielding foundation, thus transmitting only 
horizontal and vertical thrust loads to the foundation. If, however, 
the frame is rigidly attached to the foundation, resisting moments 
develop at the supports which reduce the moment occuring at the .other 
critical areas (the haunches and peak). The reduction of maximum 
moments at haunches and peak permits the ·section in these areas to be 
reduced from that required for a two-hinged frame. However, the large 
moment at the base (which is approximately equal to the haunch moment 
for a symmetrical vertical load) requires an increased section at the 
base and moment-resisting connection to.the foundation. 
In many cases, small-span (on the order of 40 feet or. less) frames· 
are b~ilt of constant section stock material (steel or wood). The 
strength provided in the lower part of a constant leg section, which is· 
( 
not utilized efficiently in a two-hinged.design, may be used 
advantageously in the hingeless design. 
1 
2 
Considerations of ·economy and convenience in construction suggest 
the use of vertical cylindrical pier foundations for short-span rigid 
frames. Such foundations may be cast in place in drilled holes without 
forming in many soils. By extending the frame legs into the holes, the 
reinforced concrete foundation pier may be cast around the frame leg,· 
forming a moment-resisting connection. Fi-gure 1 shows a hingeless. frame· 
with cylindrical pier foundations. 
The moment and thrust transmitted to a foundation pier by such a 
frame connection tend to cause the pier· to rotate and translate hori-
zontally in the plane of the frame. If such movement occurs, the moment 
and thrust at the base of the frame legs· are decreased and the load 
capacity of the frame is al.so (usually) decreased. In order to design 
an adequate frame of this type, the expected foundation movement should 
be known. 
Objectives 
1. To evaluate analytically the effect of various degrees of 
support fixity on shears and·moments in single-span 
hingeless rigid frames. 
2. To evaluate the stability of cylindrical piers used as 
foundations for rigid fr.ames. 
3. To determine criteria for the design of cylindrical 
pier foundations to limit base movement of single-span 
hingeless and two-hinged rigid frames of configurations· 
and stiffnesses typically used in farm building· 
construction. 
3 
Figure 1. Hingeless Frame with Cylindrical Pier Foundations. 
Limitations of the Study 
Assumptions used in the analytical procedure were: 
1. The frame deforms elastically due to internal 
moments·. Deformation due to· shear and axial 
stresses were disregarded.· 
2. Deformation does not change the frame geometry.· 
4 
3. The foundation piers rotate and translate as 
rigid bodies in a yielding soil medium, and 
this yielding can be expressed as a function 
of pi er geometry, soil characteristics, .forces 
and moments:applied to the top·of the pier, 
duration of loading, and number of ·load cycles. 
A limited experimental program was· conducted in the laboratory in 
order to obtain a relationship between applied moments .and thrusts and 
the yielding of a cylindrical pier, and to check the analytical pro-
cedure on a complete frame model. These tests .. were conducted using 
small scale models with the piers embedded· in dry sand. Dimensional 
analysis was used in planning and conducting the experimental program 
· in order to assure that the results of the· model tests might be appl i- . 
cable to f~ll-scale structures. The prediction equations for pier 
displacement are valid for piers embedded in dry sand. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
The subject of rigid frames on yielq·ing foundations can be naturally 
divided.into two topi"cs--the behavior of the sqil-foundation system, and 
the stress distribution in the frame resulting from foll.ndation -
displacement. 
The re~ponse of piers--including poles and piles--to applied forces 
and moments tending to caus-e overturning has been studied·;·for many years 
by many investigators. Vatied approaches to the problem have been used. 
Rankine's theory of active and passive pressures, and ca·lculation of 
shear resistance c,f the soil by the Coulomb method·have .. been used to 
predict the· maximum forces a· pier or pole can withstand', :but these 
methods cannot give any- usefu1 information about the amoant·of rotation 
or deflection. Other methods have included applications .. of ·the theory 
of beams on elastic foundations, the use of a constant· horizontal sub-
grade modulus, a· non-linear subgrade reaction function~:·and·various 
experimental methods involving the testing of full-sized··piers in real 
soils, and also using· the techniques. of dimensional·analysis to predict 
pi er performance from observati ans on models, · · · ·· · · · · ·- --
The behavior of rigid frame~ when supports are displaced can be 
determined by standard methods of analysis. Foundat.ion· movement may 
occur as a result of the actions transmitted from the frame. It may 
5 
6 
also be caused by expansion or contraction of-the soil mass as a result 
of wetting, drying, or freezing. . '. ~ " . .. ,• . .;. - ,, ' 
This chapter reviews· the classical theories of soit··pre~sures and 
some of the analytical· and experimental investigations of··pier over-
turning, the development: of· the concept of hi ngeless .. ,ri'g1d~ frames, and 
briefly considers foundation movement caused by_ soi 1 movement. 
" ' ,, ' ' • • • • '! ·~ ' I ' ' 
Soil-Foundation Relations 
The behavior of a· vertical cylindrical pier foundation in soil,. 
subjectec;I to applied loads ·and moments, depends upon· the·_geometry of 
the foundation·,· the· appHed· forces and moments, and· the· resi-stance 
deve 1 oped by the soi 1 • · · In· general , the area of. concern· may' be either · 
(a) the ultimate resi-stance··to applied loading devei·,oped-:b.rthe soil-
foundation system; for example, the maximum applied<moment'·which the 
foundation will withstand-without overturning,_regard1ess·bf·the amount 
of deflectton or rotation which may occur in the proce~s;wor, (b) the· 
relationship between the· resistance to applied loads· and~'the movement 
of the foundation. · The· former·(ultimate load.analysis)·ts·of int~~est 
only for flexible buildings;·such as three-hinged arches;-in which 
foundation movement (unless·great enough to alter· the·geometry _of the 
system) has little significance. In the case of· rigid· hingeless or 
one-hinged or two-hinged· fram~s, foundation movement· i·s · as·· important as· 
foundation loads. Theories·of earth resistance which apply to both 
cases will be discussed.· 
Earth Pressur_e· Theorie.s · ·· · · · 
Rankine, as reported· by·Terzaghi and Peck (1)~-postulated the 
existence of two characteristic states of stress in cohesionless soil, 
the active state, developed as a result of latera1 .expanston·of the 
soil mass, occurring· when ·a· smooth retaining wa 11 · moves ·,away· from the 
soil; and the passive state~·resulting from compression-of~the soil, 
caused by a smooth retaining·wall moving toward the·soit:·' The lateral 
pressures developed were·considered to be the minimum·and-maximum 
pressures possible, respectively, on a retaining wall, and were given 
by: 
where 
Pa= Pv tan2 (45 - ¢/2) 
P = P tan2 (4~ + ¢/2) p v 
P · is active pressure, lb/ft2 a 
Pp is passive pressure, lb/ft2 · 
Pv is vertical pressure(= YZ for dry sand at depth Z with 
no surcharge) 
¢=angle of internal friction of the soil 
Y = effective specific weight of .the soil in p'lace·,-tb/ft3 . 
The Rankine theory was extended, by combining it with Coulomb's theory 
for shear strength of a cohesive soil: 
S = C + P tan¢ 
where 
7 
C = cohesion, lb/ft2 {shear strength when applied normal stress= 0) 
S = ultimate shear strength, lb/ft2 
¢=apparent angle· of· friction 
to develop a theory for lateral pressure of cohesive soils: 
PP= Pv tan2 (45 - ¢/2) - 2C tan (45 - ¢/2) 
8 
and 
Pp= Pv tan2 (45 + •12) + 2C tan (45 + •12) 
According to Rankine's theory, if a smooth vertical·wan· .. be--embedded in 
soil and at rest under· no external forces, it win· be··ac:ted·upon by 
equal pressures on each·side, the pressures being·equa1·to·or greater 
than the active pressure·and·1ess than the passiv~ pressare. If this 
wall be translated horizontally a distance ihrough··the·soil mass suffi-
cient to mobilize full· passive pressure, it will be acted on by full 
passive pressure, Pp' on the forward surface, and· by--the active pressure, 
Pa' on the rearward surface, thus developing a net resistance to further 
translation of PP - Pa~ Fµrther horizontal translation·will not alter 
the net resistance developed (except as a result of changes in the 
geometry of · the sys tern) . · 
Accardi ng to Terzaghi (2), Rankine I s 1 ateral · press are·· theory 
considers "only a very small lateral displacement" of the·--wall is 
necessary to mobilize active· and passive pressures~ However, Terzaghi 
reported that in order to·mobilize the Rankine active·state·in sand to 
a distance, d,measured-perpendicular to the wall·,:the·wan·must be 
moved away a distance~ cd;·where c is approximately equat·to 0.015 for 
dense sand and considerably larger for loose sand~ to·mobi1ize the 
Rankine passive state to·a similar distance requires approximately the 
same amount of movement·of 0 the wall toward the sand-deposit; 
Tschebotarioff (3) reported, however, that in large·scale laboratory 
tests with movable bulkheads,ttie outward movement·of·the·bulkhead 
required to fully mobilize· internal shear was much· 1ess·than the 1.5 
to 5 percent of the bulkhead height predicted by Terzaghi. 
9 
Terzaghi has·pointed·out· (4) that in the ·case·of·vertical piles 
translated by horizontal loads, the active pressure·wnl-:not·develop 
fully on the rearward face of the pile, due to an arching action behind 
the pile. 
Several analyses of· the action of piles or piers-under-lateral 
loading have b~en based on· Rankine's theory. These will be discussed 
in more detail later~· 
Coulomb's theory· of· pressure on a retaining wal'l, · as reported by 
Terzaghi and Peck (1), considered a wedge of soil tending·to ~lide on a 
.· 
plane surface, and considered the forces, 1ncluding·shear· at the sliding 
surface, necessary for· equilibrium of the wedge. Coll'in··"(S) early (1840) 
recognized that the sliding surface, at least in·c1ay~·was·not a plane, 
and proposed a cycloidal surface. Several early investigators of the 
problem of overturning· of·· poles have considered the· prob1erri·as that of 
displacing a conical or·pyramidal 11 wedge 11 of soil, in general analogy 
with Cou 1 omb i s theory·, 
Various investigators have analyzed laterally loaded piles using 
the concept of a coefficient-of horizontal subgrade·reaction, defined 
as the pressure required·to cause unit displace~ent; 1bs/ft3. The 
simplest approach·makes·use·of the Winkler hypothesis·whtch·assumes the 
beam to be supported on closely spaced perfectly elastic springs, so 
that: 
where 
f. = k 
y 
. 2 
P = pressure, lb/ft 
y = deflection, ft 
k = coefficient of sub~rade reaction, lb/ft3 = constant 
10 
Vesic (6) found, in tests of horizontal beams on imperfectly elastic 
material such as compacted silt, that observed bending·moments··agreed 
reasonably well with those predicted by application of Wi'nkler 1 s hypo-
thesis~ provided that the beams were long or moderate~y-tong. 
Determination of valid coefficients of horizonta1·subgrade reaction 
is complicated by the rheological characteristics of· sons. In general, 
the coefficient may vary· with depth, and be influenced by soi 1 type, 
soil moisture content~ and possibly temperature, as well as by the 
geometry of the pier~ 
Terzaghi (4) suggested that the coefficient of horizontal subgrade 
reaction increases approximately linearly with depth· in··the case of 
cohes i onl ess soi 1 s, and· is· 11 more · or less 11 independent· of· depth in the 
case of stiff clays, Furthermore, the coefficient is· influenced by the 
width, B, measured perpendicular to the direction of movement of the 
beam, so that, for clays: 
where 
kh = coefficient of·horizontal subgrade reaction for a 
beam of width, B, lb/ft3 
khl = coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction for a 
beam of width one foot, lb/ft3 
B = width of beam, ft 
and, for sands 
where 
Z = depth below ground-surface, ft 
nh = constant of horizontal subgrade reaction on a narrow strip 
of width s1· (Z/B~ = 1) lb/ft3, 
11 
Terzaghi· pointed·out·that, due to the simplifyi'ng·assamptions 
involved,· (particularly~that· of a linear load-def1ectton·relation. for 
soil), the·method should··not··be used for computing·deflections. Other 
investigators, includtng·Matlock and Reese (7) and·Cavissori and Gill (8), 
have proposed methods of' soh1tion for deflections of· laterally loaded 
piles in which the load-deflection response of the soil need not be 
linear. 
As is well known,· thesttess~strain relationship·for·soils is in 
general non-linear. Kondner·(9) proposed, on the basis·of·laboratory 
triaxial tests on cohesive soils, a parabolic relationship: 
where 
cr1 = major principle stress, lb/in2 
crj = minor principle·stress, lb/in2 
E = strain~ dimensionless I 
a, bare functions·of:the axial strain rate, preconsolidation 
pressure, rebound stres~and·the characteristics of·the·sot1, with 
dimensions of in2/lb. Expressions for a and bare presented in the 
paper. 
In a later paper, Kondner and Krizek (TO)deduced fartherevidence 
of a parabolic load deflection·relation from field bearing tests, 
expressing the relation as: 
where 
F = 1 oad, 1 b 
A= area of bearing· plate, ft2 
X = sinkage, ft 
C = perimeter of· bearing plate, ft 
a, bare the so11· parameters above, ft2/lb 
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In laboratory testing· .of clays at· high rates of strain, Wilson and 
Dietrich (11) found that· the· ratio of applied stress· to strain was 
essentially constant·.··· Similar results were obtained by tJenisov and 
Reltov {12)~· Wilson and Dietrich reported values of the· apparent 
Poisson's ratio,µ, from·0:46 to 0.62. Murayama and Shibata· (13) re-
ported an apparent· constant·modulus of elasticity·for clays at applied 
stresses less than the·consolidation stress. 
From long-term tests·on·various soils, Buisman (14) deduced a 
strain-time relationship of the form: 
'where 
Zt = settlement·per·unit·thickness of supporting layer 
(dimensionless') 
a = immediate sett1ement p 
a.5 = long-time· effect 
t = time, days 
Buisman 1 s strain-time law was corroborated for dense clays by Vialov 
and Skibitsky (15,16)·. 
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Mitchell, Seed, and Paduana '(17) studied the· creep'"'deformation and 
strength·of clays under· sustained stress. In a review·of·previous work 
they observed that the strength·of some clays increases·as·strain 
continues, in others· it· decreases. They concluded· from··their investiga-
tion of clay;.sand·mixtures· that·the·presence of sandinterfers with 
normal consolidation·of the·c1ay, and that the sand·contributes to the 
overall strength of·the·soiL They suggest also that·the"Steady state 
creep rate may· be related to the clay content and plasticity index of 
the soil. 
From triaxial tests·of sands, Chen (18) reported·that·the initial 
part of the stress;.strain curve plotted as a straight·1ine·on·logarithmic 
coordinates. He noted that·lateral strain of dense·sands-increased at 
a faster rate than axial-strain, giving an apparent·Poisson~s ratio 
(ratio of measured lateral· to axial strain) ranging· from·o·;l for smal 1 
strains to· 1.6 for· large strains; Whitman (19) reported·that~ in rapid 
triaxial tests of· sands~·the·compressive strength·increased· 10 to 15 
percent when the time of-loading was reduced from·a,few·seconds to 0.05 
seconds~· Lenoe (20)· observed·the stress-strain response·of·sand in a 
specially designed tri'axia1·machine in which the· intermediate principle 
stress could be varied independently of the minor·stress (b~ >. a3 ) and 
observed that, for constant·minor· stress the strain'in·ttie·cr1·direction 
was considerably reduced· by· increasing the intermediate'stress. He 
concluded that the Cou1omb yield criterion will not'accurately predict 
the failure response of sand in a state of three dimensional stress. 
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Tests and Analyses of Laterally Loaded Piers and Piles 
Various investigators·have proposed methods of·tjestgn of later~11y~-
loaded foundations based·on the ultimate resistance of the foundation to 
applied moment or thrust · Abbett (21) and Lee (22·)· proposed a design 
formula for sheet piling subject to lateral line thrusts: 
where 
X = depth of penetration, feet, measured from surface of 
resisting soiL· 
H = thrust, lb·· 
h = height from soil surface to line of thrust~ ft 
PP= passive pressure coefficient, 1b/ft2/ft depth 
Pa= active pressure coefficient, lb/ft2/ft depth~ 
This formula as derived .. by"Lee is based on development' of"fu11 active and 
passive pressures of· a cohesionless soil acting at· the· tip· of the pile, 
' decreasing linearly· through· zero at the axis of rotation·to a maximum 
at some point above· the rotation axis, with the maximum·possible 
pressures being maintained from·that point to the·sarface:(It is noted 
that the maximum active·~nd: passive pressure at the surface are both 
considered to be equ~l to·zero.) 
Other investigators·have applied modifications·of·this·apprbach to 
the analysis of isolated· piers and pil~s. {It should-be· noted that, 
according to Terzaghi (4-)·~ the·assumption of·full active·ptessure on 
the rearward face of an· isolated deflected pile is of doubtful validity, 
due to arching in the soil.) 
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Sei 1 er ( 23) assumed· a parabolic distribution· of· earth-:pressure over 
the pile, which agrees· fairly well with the distribution ased by· Lee 
(22), in deriving a· formula·tocompute the depth of;setttng·required to 
develop overturning resistance approximately equa1 to.the~reaking 
strength of wooden pol~s~· His formulas for ultimate resistance in three 
classes of soil were: 
where 
p . - 1250 d2 for·good·soils 
p = 625 d2 for average soils 
p 
• . 2 
= 300 d for poor soils 
P = ground line thrust, lb 
d = depth of setting, ft .. 
The constants (1250~ etc~) are in units of lb/ft2. He proposed as 
a safe design value the equation: 
p = 250 d2·75 for good soils. 
Feagin {24) from lateral load tests of piles and pi1e·groups at 
Alton~ Illinois, chief1y in·sand, reported that sustained 1oads caused 
progr~ssive deflection· of the pile head, but that· repetition-of loads of 
the same magnitude caused more:rapid progressive:deflection: He proposed 
. . 
an allow~ble lat~ral load· p~r pile of four tons· if·loads were 
repetitious, or 4 1/2 tons if·sustained, for deflection·not- in excess 
. . 
of 1/4 inch. Raes (251· ana1yzed pile foundations· as· rigid"bodies rotat-
ing about a known point, with· full· active and passive· pressure mobilized 
throughout the embedded· length but reveq;ing· in directi·on· at th~ point 
of rotation. His general solution was applied to t~sts-of piies in 
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Belgiu~ and to one'pile·reported in Feagin's (24) tests~ and he· conc1ud~d 
that if .one-third the calculated load were used permanent deflections 
would not otcur~ · 
Wilkins (26} measured,·moment and ground line deflections· in· model 
hollow steel piles .. His· results· indicate that a triangular pressure 
distribution, in general·agreement with·that·of·Lee (22), gives a 
r~asonable approximation· of·the· true pressure distribution. 
Shilts~ Graves, and··ortscoll (27} investigated· pier foundations 
for sign boards·, testing·full;;;.size .prototypes in the fi-eld with varipus 
foµndation configur:ations·; and- or:ie.;.third size .model footings embedded 
in sand in the laboratory~,. Using a rectangular pressure distribution 
as an approximation to· the·~arabolic distribution which they assumed to 
be correct, they proposed the formula: . . ' .,.,,, ' 
where 
Q1/Al = "average soi1 .press~rell, lb/1n2\ · 
PP = Rankine's passive pressure·,·1b/in2 · 
A = deflection·o~ post·at ground line, ·inches 
<1> = angle (or· apparent angle)· of internal friction. 
They further concluded· that·the·axisof-rotation· is at the depth below· 
which there'is· 0.324 of~the·total'vertical area -0f the embedde~ portion, 
of the post. Their report· includes considerable detail, ,including load-
displacement curves. 
Nelson et aL., (28j investigated the· displacement six inches above 
· ground 1 i ne· of embedded· po1 es .subjected to· combined thrust and moment 
at the ground line with various methods of backfilling. Granular: or 
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concrete backfill greatly decreased the deflection at given loads 
compared to earth backfilL "Repetition of loading caused: increased· de;..· 
flection but at a reduced·rate~ suggesting the possibility of preloading. 
The axis of· rotation· was··found· to· be between 0/2 and 20/3 below the··· · 
... · ground line· (0 == depth"of· .embedment) ·; · Nelson· ( 29) ana l.yzed the results 
of the po1e·tests·assumtng·a· parabo1ic pressure distribution with the· 
axis of··rotation·-at o~so·and·concluded that the rotation at the ground. 
line,~' was predicted by the expression 
·where 
_ o P02 H 
~ ~ o.so - 0.30 rr (0.243 + 0) 
o = ground line· def1ection, in 
o = depth of setting~· in· 
P = horizontal thrust··1oad, lb 
E = modulus of elasticity of·pole material, lb/in2 
I= moment of inertia·of·pole below ground~ in4 
H = vertical distanc,·of~thrust line above ground line, in.:···· 
The observed· rotations· were· fqrther· separated· into· components due· to·· 
elastic deformation· of the· soil, plastic deformation of the soil, an.d 
·elastic deformation·of·the·poie; 
Beckett ( 30) investigated· the deflection of model pol es- embedded 
in loose and dense sand·and saturated sandy clay, subjected to horizontal 
thrusts at~ distance· above-the·ground·line~" Restrictions-introduced in 
the test limited the· dimensionless parameters to three· in the case of 
loose and dense sands: 
where 
rr5 = Y/D 
rr4 = P/D3y 
rr1 = H/D 
Y = lateral movement, L 
D = diameter of ·pole, L 
P = horizontal thrust, F 
H = depth of embedment, L. 
-3 y = weight of soil per unit volume, FL . 
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Empirical equations were developed for the three soils investigated. 
For dense sand the prediction equation was: 
Equations for loose sand and saturated sandy clay are also given 
in the paper. 
Lazard (31). reported the results of tests of some 200 full-size 
pier foundations of cylindrical and rectangular cross-section for rail-
waycatenary supports, and proposed an ultimate ·overturning mome.nt 
formula: 
where 
Mu= ultimate overturning moment, tons (metric) - meters 
T = hori zonta 1 thrust, terns . 
H = height of -horizontal .thrust line above ground line, meters 
K = coefficient for-uneven terrain= 1 for level ground 
Mb = ( 1 - £) Mr . 
Mr= K1 e Nr + K21:>.bD3 
£ = ratto of-depth of top soil to .total depth of,setting 
K1 , K2 = ·functions of. the geometry of, the foundation and the 
vertical load 
K1 = 0.4 and K2 ranges from.2.6 for foundations 55 cm diameter 
to 2.05 for one meter di~meter 
e. = dimension parallel to the direction of overturning, meters 
b = dimension perpendicular to direction of overturning, meters 
(For cylindrical piers, .e = b ~· 0.8 x 2R) 
N = vertical load on the foundation r 
!:>. = specific weight of the earth, tons/meter3 
D = depth of setting, .meters 
R = radius, meters 
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Lazard observed in t~e tests that, with foundations subjected to 
one-third the ultimate moment predicted by the above formula, the mean 
rotation was eight minutes of arc, with 18 per cent rotating more than 
17 minutes, 3 per cent more than 34 minutes. In loading tests continued 
over several months, the maximum moments ranged from 75 to 100 per cent 
of those for short-term.tests. 
Kondner and Green (32) investigated model poles embedded in dense 
dry sand subject.to ground.:.line thrust· and proposed prediction equations 
for ultimate load and deflection using dimensionless parameters. The 
basic assumption was that: 
l. = f(c c2 F Ytc ·~) 
L L' A' -3, n' "' YC 
where 
y = ground line deflection, L 
L = depth of embedment~ L 
c = perimeter of pole, L 
A= cross-section area of pole, L2 
F = thrust at ground line, F 
Y = dry specific weight of sand, FL-3 · 
t = angle of internal friction, dimensionless 
n = viscosity of sand, FL- 2T 
t = time of loading, T. 
Restrictions and simplifying assumptions used in the test reduce 
the significant parameters to three~ leaving: 
. 3 
y/c = f(c/L, F/Yc ). 
Test data were fitted to the empirical equation: 
2.24 3 
y/c = (0.7 - 0.5 c/L)(e3.28(c/L) F/Yc -1) x 10-3. 
Solutions to the equation were presented in the paper in the form of 
nomographs. 
Anderson (33·,. 34) based his analysis on the difference between 
passive and active pressures, and, assuming a linear stress-strain 
response of the soil, derived an equation for the allowable moment. on 
a cylindrical footing: 
M = 1/6 a o2 + 1/24 b o3 
where 
M = allowable moment, lb-ft 
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where 
D = depth of setting, ft 
a= 2C (tan (45 + t/2) + cot (45 + t/2)) 
b = G (tan2 (45 + t/2) - cot2 (45 + t/2)) 
c = coefficient of cohesion~ l~/ft2 
G = specific weight of 5oil~ lb/ft3 
t = apparent angle of internal friction, deg, 
This formula was simplified to: 
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with values of the parameters·A and B given in a table for various soils 
and footing conformations. 
Anderson concluded that the most efficient footing is relatively 
slim and deep, but~ a~ active and passive pressures increase with depth,. 
wings on the ·top one-third of the· footing, extending perpendicular to 
the ~irection of loading, are advisable for maximum efficiency. 
Behn (35) t6nducted tests of full~size cylindrical footings 8 and 
12 feet deep for highway sign supports· in a plastic, a granular, and an 
organic soil. Results of both short-term (loading completed within 
three h6~rs) ~hd 16ng-te~m (more· than 200 days) tests were presented 
in tables and graphs.of load versus·deflection and rotation, and 
rotation versu~ time, respectively~ 
Walker and Cox (36).consideredthat the maximum possible effective 
pressure was the difference between ·Rankine's passive and active 
pressures. Considering only rigid rotation of ·the footing and limiting 
ground line deflection to that just necessary to mobilize fUll passive 
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pressure, they derived an equation for·maximum horizontal thrust~ H, 
independent of any assumption of the position of the axis of rotation: 
where 
H = 6 w a2 o2 + 6 w ab o3 + w b2 o4 
:24 a D + 18 b n2 + 36 ha+ 24 h b D 
H = horizontal thrust, lb 
w = width of foundation, ft 
D = depth of.setting, ft 
h = height of thrust line above· ground surface, ft. 
a, bare the soil parameters used. by Anderson (33). 
The authors pointed out that this equation gives values of Hin genera1 
agreement with those predicted by Anderson for values of h between O 
and 10 feet. 
From short":'term tests of .21 piers in clay soil, Walker. and Cox 
concluded that the design thrust load· predicted by the equation was in 
reasonable agreement with a design· 1 oad based on one-third the ultimate 
load. (Ultimate load was defined as the horizontal. thrust causing 0.5 
inch deflection nine .inches above·the ground line.) Deflections.at the 
design load in all cases were less. than 0.1 inch. It was pointed out, 
however, that creep effects (11 slip 11 • fn· the authors I terminology) were · 
occurring, and that the deflection·would be expected to increase with 
longer durati6n of loading. 
Kent (37) investigated the response of model poles embedded in sand 
to horizontal thrusts at various heights, and reported a non-linear soil 
response of the form: 
h0.5 p = · mz 
where 
pis soil pressure, lb/in2 on the· pole at.depth z, FL-2 
his horizontal displacement of the pole, L 
z is depth.below _the surface,· L· · · 
. · 1 ff. . t FL-3; 5 m 1s a soi coe 1c1en , ...... · .. 
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(Values of m.ranged from· 5.8 to 16.5,) He noted that m appeared to vary 
inversely-with the square root of ·the· width of pole, W, and that the 
depth to the point of rotation was about 0.7·times the depth of embed-
ment, D, ranging from 0.76 for thrust at the ground line to 0.695 for 
thrust at a .het~ht of-50. 
Broms.(38) pre~ented solutions for the ultimate load and deflection 
of laterally loaded piles .. Deflections were computed using the hori-
zontal subgrade· reaction coefficients· proposed by Terzaghi -(4). He· 
observed that "lateral earth pressures :are greatly affected by arching11 , 
and indicated· that the ultimate pressure at failure was more than three 
times the computed Rankine passive· pressure. The linear relati-0n between 
deflection -and pressure implied by- the coefficient of subgrade reaction, 
kh' was reported to satisfactorily predict pier deflection at working 
loads less than·one~third of the ultimate loads. 
The analy~es discussed above~ wtth the exception of-those of Nelson 
{28), Kent (37), and Broms· (38), assumed that the foundation acted as a 
rigid body. Behn (35) noted discrepancies in the apparent location of 
the axis of.rotatio~ and attributed·them to bending of -the foundation~ 
Broms and other authors, considering·piles, have proposed methods of 
solution involving elastic bending· of·the pile, generally based on the 
theory of· beams on elastic foundations and the differential equation of 
bending: 
where 
E = modulus of elast.icity of the pile, .FL-2 
I= moment of inertia of the pile, L4 
y = deflection, L 
x = distance along pile axis~ L 
p = soil resistance acting -0n pile, FL-l. 
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In general, in the soluti-0n of piles subjected to lateral thrusts, pis 
assumed to be some function of Z, the depth below the ground surface, 
and of Y,, as well as of the soil parameters <I> and C. Thus p may take 
the form: 
p = yf(z·,<I> ,C) 
for a linear stress-strain relationship, or: 
p = f(z,<1>,C,y) 
for the general. (and more. typical) case, in soils in wh.ich the stress-. 
strain relationship is not linear. 
The coefficient, f(z,<1>,C) may be defined as the 11 coefficient ·Of 
horizontal ·subgrade reaction 11 , kh. Terzaghi (4) proposed that the 
wtdth of the beam should be ionsidered so that: 
kh = f(z,cp,C,b) 
where 
b = width of the .beam or pile. 
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Cummings {39) proposed that' laterally-loaded piles be analyzed by 
equilibrium methods assuming that the soil behaved in agreement with 
Hooke I s law, with the soi 1 modulus a 1 i near .function of depth: . 
p = kZy. 
Palmer and Thompson (40) developed a method of approximate solution, 
using difference equations, of the equation: 
where 
4 ' 
EI~= - k(x/L)n y 
dx 
k = soil modulus at the pile tip, lb/in3 
x = depth from ground surfa~e, in· 
L = embedded 1 ength, in 
n = exponent reflecting the relation between kh and depth. 
Hopkins (41) proposed a soil modulus, k, for laterally deflected 
piles, ranging from 10 to 50 pounds per inch3 for soft or silty clays, up 
to more than 500 pounds per inch3 for stiff clay. 
Terzaghi (4) discusse.d factors· affecting coefficients of,subgrade 
reaction, kh' assuming a linear stress-strain relation, and suggested 
values of kh for various conditions. 
McClelland and Focht (42), as·a .result of tests of an instrumented 
pile in submarine clay, reported tha~ the soil .modulus was eleven times 
the secant modulus from laboratory Qc tests run at the in-place confining 
pressure: 
where. 
Es = soil modulus, l b/in2 
01 = axial stress, triaxia l test, lb/in2 
a = lateral stress, triaxial test= YZ, lb/in2 3 
(Y = specific weight of the soil, Z = depth) 
e: = axial strain in laboratory test, ·dimensionless. 
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Radosavljevic (43) reasoning from the theory of semi-infinite beams 
on elastic foundations, proposed the relations: 
where 
2Q 2M 
i: _ 0 + 0 "'-.- ~
O Lbc L be 
~o = displacement at ground line, meters 
e = rotation at ground line~ radians. 
0 
Q0 = thrust at ground line, tons {metric) 
M0 = moment at ground line, ton-meters 
b =.width of pile, meters 
c = coefficient of soil resistance, tons/meter3 
L = characteristic length of pile - {4EI/bc)1/ 4 
E = elastic modulus of the pile 
I = moment of inertia of the pile section. 
He reported good agreement with the performance observed in tests of 
six full-sized piles. 
Bergfelt (44) discussed limitations of the applications of the 
theory of infinite beams to relatively short piles, concluding that 
agreement is almost perfect for.pile lengths greater than 3L where 
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L = (4EI/kB) 1/ 4 
where 
k = coefficient of horizontal. reaction, lb/ft3 
and that,,for lengths less than 1~5· L· the pile should be considered 
infinitely stiff. Ih tests .of·latsrally~loaded piles driven in clay he 
reported horizontal pressures at a depth of 0.1 meter were greater than 
the ·pressure observed at 0.5 meters··or·greater depthsi Pressures of 
0.25 to 0.4 kg/cm2·were observed. 
Prakash (45} analyzed the action of·rigid poles ·subjected to 
. .... . ·-···• .. 
generalized thrust, moment, and axial loads, considering a coefficient 
of horizontal ·subgrade reaction of·the type: 
where 
Kh = .value of kh at the bottom·of the pole, lb/in3 
x = de~th cobrdihate, tnches· 
L = embedded length of the pole~ inches 
n = an empirical constant 
(n approximately equal to ·1 for sand, 0.1 for clay), 
and derived equations for the loc~tion of the axis of rotation~ ctitical. 
buckling load, soil reaction, and moment and shear at any depth.· 
Sol~tions to these equations were presented in the form of charts. Pre-
dicted val~es:of moment·and of soil reaction were compared to those 
observed in tests· by· o·sterberg as quoted by Prakash and show reasonably. 
good-agreement. 
Matlock and Reese (7, 46) developed methods of solution to the 




EI~= - E y 
dx s 
where Es is a modulus dependent on· depth and deflection, y. The method 
consists of successive approximations;· using successive values of Es. 
Methods were given for hand and digital computer calculation~ 
Davisson and Gill (8} proposed a·method of analysis, using an analog· 
computer, of laterally- loaded· piles in a layered soil system; a method 
which permits the use of a soil modulus which may be a non-linear 
function of-depth and of strain.· 
The equations developed by Mi"ndlin (47). for the solution of strains 
due to forces at the interior of .a· semi~infinite elastic continuum were 
used by Milne, Dale,and Suddarth (48)·to predict the response of model 
poles embedded iri dr.y sand. · Soil parameters for-the Mindlin solution 
were determined by tests of models. The correlation between predicted · 
and observed defl~cti ons . in subsequent tests was repor_ted to be 
satisfactory. 
Rigid Frames Subjected to Support Displacements 
Methods of analysis .for fixed '(i'.e. hingeless) arches with support 
yielding a~e presented in standard· structural analysis texts. Moments 
in arches or rigid frames with generalized loading may be computed by 
standard methods such as those. described by Wang (49) or by the equations 
presented by Kleinlogel (50) for.most· normal loading conditions. · 
Bonnicksen (5l) proposed· basing· the· design of pole buildings on 
the fixity developed at the ba~e· of the pole thus making bracing of the . 
. superstructure unnecessary. · 
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Pol shin and Tokar· .. (52) quote the· 1955 USSR Building Code. as 
· · ···requiring that settlement of foundations for steel and reinforced con;..· 
crete frame structures be·,·1imited to 0.002L. (L is ·the distance between·. 
foundation centers.) 
Roscoe (53) investigated piers· as· foundations for rigid frames, ancl 
concluded that tying opposing piers together at the ground line increased· 
the resistance to overturning·momeht· approxima,tely 70 per cent, as com-
pared to free piers·; as· well as greatly simplifying the plastic analysis. 
of the frames because the· supports could be assumed not to translate, 
but only to rotate. 
Rodda and Paul (54) developed· a· precast reinforced concrete ri·gid 
frame designed to be set in :precast· footings~ with some fixity at ~he 
support~ In a later paper.Wagner· and· Rodda (55), reported that analysis 
showed that the.frame should be designed for.25 per cent fixity. 
Friesen (56) theoretically analyzed the bending moment and shear 
distribution in both· two;..hinged and··hingeless frames. For dead load 
plus snow load· the predicted values· of···bending momert at the haunch and 
at the peak·we~e reduced 15 per-cent and 36 per.cent, respectively~ with 
full fixity· at the base, as compared to· the. two~hinged configuration. 
!twas observed that reduction in· bending·moment is of particular signi-
ficance at these point~ which may' involve·discontinuity of the material. 
of the structure. In most· cases·shear· was increased by base fixity. 
Friesen and Nelson {57) measured··strains and deflections at the 
haunch and the peak of hingeless· and·two;.;hinged frames caused by vertical 
loads and by rotation· and:horizonta1· displacement of the supports, Fair 
agreement·with preditted'values was·observedi Discrepancies in the 
observed deflections and moments in the hingeless frame were attributed. 
to possible support movement and torsional deformation of the 
nonsymmetrical (channel) sections· used for the frame. 
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Nelson et al., (58) investigated .the stiffness of model arches in 
three configurations--three-hinged, one-hinged (hinge located at the 
peak):with cylindrical pier foundations in earth, and one-hinged with 
full fixity at the base, and observed stiffnesses of 1.00, 1.77, and 
2.27, respectively, as determined by deflection at the peak resulting 
from vertical loads applied at the peak. Subsequent tests on full-sized 
three-hinged and one-hinged arches. on pier foundations in clayey soil 
gave relative stiffnesses for the one-hinged configuration ranging from 
1.55 to 1.85 compared·to 1.00 for the three-hinged arch. · Stabilizing 
wings on the top third of· the pier, two and three times as wide as the 
. . . . 
pier, extending perpendicular to the plane of applied moments, reduced 
foundation movements by 20 and 40 per cent re~pectively. One-hinged 
arches were found to have advantages in erection as compared to three-
hinged arches. 
A method of analysis for rigid frames subjected to'support movements 
was developed by Milne, Dale, and Suddarth (48) in which the frame was 
solved by the slope-deflection method, then the resulting reactions were 
applied to each support in turn to estimate the support movement. An 
approximate solution was obt~ined by iteration. 
Seasonal Soi 1 Movement . 
A factor which should be considered in the design of indeterminate 
arches subject to secondary stresses from foundation movements is soil 
movements, resulting from seasonal changes ·in temperature and moisture 
content of the soil, which .are ~ssentially independent of loading. 
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Considerations of frame behavior indicate that vertical movements, if. 
the same in both foundations, will· have no effect on stress distribution 
in an isolated single span rigid' frame. However, if .differential 
vertical movement exists, 11 secondary11 ·stresses will develop in the frame 
(and probably in secondary framing·, between bents). Horizontal trans 1 a-
t ion of foundations· in the plane of the frame will al.so develop stresses 
in the frame.· · 
Baracos and Bozozuk (59) investigated vertical ground surface 
moveme.nts in grass p1ots in· Leda c1ay· 1n the Ottawa valley of Canada, 
and reported increases in e·levation of· 1.25 inches due to freezing .and 
decreases due to. dessication of as much as 1. 4 inches 1 n the dry summer 
of 1953. In the same field near a· row of elm trees 60 feet tall the 
elevation decreased 3.5 inches· at the· surface and 0,5 inch at a depth 
of 15 feet. It ·was concluded that· the· i nf1 uence of trees was greatest 
within a radius from the tree oftwo~tenths of the height of the trees, 
and decreased tb negligible proportions beyond a radius of eight-tenths 
of·the height. Differential ·settlements of three to four inches, and 
occasionally as much as twelve inches, were observed in brick buildings 
in Ottawa, always near trees. 
Schriever and Legget· (60) observed movements of foundation slabs 
in the Ottawaarea,and reported frost· heaving of one and one-half to 
four inches at the corners of slabs in unheated buildings~ Heaving 
was much less in heated buildings. 
Griffin (61) observed the vertical movement of steel rods attached 
to welded plates set at depths of ~2~ 24, 36~ 48, and 72 inches in heavy 
clay soils in the delta area of Mississippi. Differences in the eleva-
tion measured at the highest and the lowest soil moisture contents of 
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'the year ranged from 0.132 to 1~52· inches for the plates set at the 
12-inch depth; 0.012 to 0.240 for· the .. 72 inch depth. Vertical movements· 
of a specially prepared house fQoting·were 0.1 and 0.01 inch ~t adjacent 
corners in 1958, 0.04 and 0.07 _inch in 1960, and 0.30 and 0.18 in 1961 .. 
This was considered to be 11 very little .vertical movement 11 • 
Summary 
The classical Rankine;.Coulomb theory of·lateral soil pressure has· 
been used to predict the·-pressures· on· retaining walls.·. Investigators_ 
have developedequatio~s to predict the·maximum overturning· moment of 
short piers by· assuming· that the·advancing· face of the pier is subjected 
to passive pressure and· the· retreating·face to active pressure. Load 
tests .of full-si.ze and of model piers indicated that the overturning 
resistance was several times greater than that. predicted by the classical 
theory. · · · · · ·· · · · · · 
Several investigators have anai·yzed· the· response of poles or piers 
to overturning us.ing a coeffi.cient"Of ho-r1zontal· subgrade r.eactio·n to 
relate the pressure· exerted by the soi·l to.the ·displacement of·the pier. 
Others have proposed subgrade·-reaction· functions in which the relati~n 
between pressure ·and displacement· is' not· 1 i nea-r·. 
Results of ·1 aboratory·. tests· on· vari'ous soi 1 s have indicated· that 
many factor~ may'ihfluenc~ the stress;.strain relationship. Strain is 
affected. by 1 oad ~ confinement· pressure, .. and soil characteri sties. Dura- · 
tion of load.is particularly important·in· clays. Rate of loading affects 
the response of sands and clays·. · The· presence of an intermediate 
principle stress, greater than the minor principle stresst alters the 
\ 
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stress-strain response of sands·, · Continued strain may increase or 
decrease the strength of clays_.· 
Analysis of piles or piers using·the theory of beams on elastic 
supports indicates that the pier may· be considered infinitely stiff if 
the ·11 dimensionless length 11 , SL is less than 1.5 (38), where: 
S = .(kD/EI) l/4 . 
and 
k = subgrade reaction coefficient, Fl-3 
D - pier diameter, L 
EI= stiffness of the pier, FL2 
L = embedded length of the. pier.,, L.. 
Analysis and experiment have indicated that fixing the bases of 
rigid frames and arches to the foundations can reduce deflection and 
haunch stresses ~nder load. Mov~ment· of the foundations of ri9id fr~mes 
or arches·may octur a~ a result of· the· loads imposed on the foundation 
··by the ·arch.·· Changes· in· the· moisture· content of the soil, or freezing, 
may induce··soil movements which cou:ld significantly affect the action 
of hingeless frames -or arches. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
EFFECT OF SUPPORT MOVEMENT ON HINGELESS RIGID FRAME ACTION 
The Hingeless Frame 
A hingeless rigid frame is characterized by infl,exible joints and 
rigid attachment of the frame to immovable supports •. ··· Such an ideal, of 
course, cannot be realized.:. even.themost massive supporting\:structure 
wi 11 deflect to some degree in res.ponse to the moments and thrusts 
transmitted to it by the frame. Any such movement.of the supporting 
structure alters the frame action to a degree depending on the extent 
of the movement and the stiffness of the frame. In the discussion 
following, the effects of support movement are explored analytically 
using a single design of frame (the prototype frame) as an example.· 
Sign Conv·ention 
External Forces and Moments 
Horizontal forces were considered positive if acting to the right, 
· vertical forces positive if downward. External moments were considered 
positive if acting clockwise -0n the structure. (Reactions of the 
foundations on the frame were considered external.) 
Internal Forces and Momenti 
Moments causing compression in the outer fibre were considered 
positive. In order to be consistent, shear was considered positive if 
the moment of the shear fore~ about any point within the free body is 
clockwise. Tension was considered positive. 
Sign ~onventions are identified in Figure 2. 
The Prototype Frame 
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A hypothetical prototype frame~ of· the geometrical configuration 
shown in Figure 3, was .selected as typica1 of the type of ·frame commonly 
used in farm buildings; Section properties were chosen, quite 
arbitrarily, by selecting a standard rolled steel section (8 x 4815) 
with moment of inertia, _I= 48 inches4. It should be noted that the frame 
· section is assumed to be constant throughout~ Figure·4 shows shears, 
moments. and foundation reactions of this frame when loaded with a 
vertical. downward load of 8,000 pounds at the peak. Fixed end conditions 
were assume.d. Computed moments were 281 ,000 pound-i nGhes at the base· 
of:each leg, .-270,000 at the knee, and 264~000 at the peak. 
It was known that~ in an actual frame under the assumed loading, 
the supports would trarisiate and rotate outward. The amount of lateral. 
movement and rotation would depend on· the·loads applied to the supports· 
·by the frame and the characteristics of -the foundations and supporting 
soil i Computations were made to determine the actions induced in the 
prototype frame by (a) horizontal displacement of the base without·· 
rotation; (b) rotation '.of the base without-horizontal displacement; 
and, (c) combined rotation and displacement. 
Effect of Lateral Displacement of Foundation 
The foundation of one leg was cons.idered to move outward 
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. (a) Loads and Reactions, lb 
(b) Shear, lb 
(c) Moment, lb-in 
Figure 4. Loads and Acti ans of ·.Prototype 
Frame - Concentrated Load at 
Peak. 
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This displacement was inserted into the deflection equation of the frame 
····(one of three equatiops obtaine~ by· application of the unit load methQd 
··and the principle of consistent deformations for.this parti.cular frame 
without extern~l loads) and the system· of equations solved for the three 
resulting redundant r~actions. The remaining reactions, and the ac;tions 
(shears and moments -within the frame) were computed by application _of· 
statics, The reactions, shears and moments in this (prototype) frame 
as a result of·a total fbundation di~pl~cement of one.inch, are ·shown in 
Figure 5. It should b~ ~oted. that, under: the usual assumption of 
linearly elastic material, the reactions and actions are linearly re-
.. · lated· to the frame stiffness (Er) and to the magnitude of the displace-
ment; that is~ for a steel frame of I=· 24 inches4 (half that of the· 
prototype) the actions would be one~half of those -shown, and_ if the 
·· displacement should. be doubled, the· actions will also be doubled. 
It _will be noted from Figure 5 that the outward displacement of 
the foundation caus~s a pronounced negative moment (outer fibre in 
···tension) at the base,.a small negative·moment at the haunch,.and a 
' 
moderate,positive moment at the peak. 
Effect of Rotation of the Foundation ' . . 
"···· 't.'·'". 
· Symmetrical Rotations. 
If, as would be expected in a case of-symmetrical gravity loading, 
both foundations rotate outward symmetrically, .the induced actions are 
as shown in Figure 6. Maximum negative moments occur at the bases of 
the legs, ·and a positive maximum at the peak~ If each support undergoes 
a rotation of 0.01 radian, the maximum moment induced in the prototype 
722 1 b 
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Fi~ure 6. Reacttons, She,rs, .and Moments in 
Prototype Frame Due to 
Symmetrical Foundation 





frame at the base of .each leg is -258,000 pound-inches and at the peak 
is 82,600 poun~~inche~. 
Anti-Symmetrical Rota ti on.s 
If the two foundations rotate anti.:.symmetrically {e.g., both to 
th_e right) without relative displacement, ·uniform moments are developed 
in the legs, positive in the left leg~· negattve in the right.· Moments 
in the rafter members vary linearly from·maxirnum at the haun.c;h to zero 
at the peak. The shear and moment diagramst and reactions, computed for 
·foundation rotations of 0.01 radian to·the right, are.shown in Figure 71 
It will be noted that no horizontal· thrusts are developed in this case, 
and no shear exists in the legs. 
· Rotati.on of!_ Single _Pier 
If one pier rot~tes without displacement, while the other remains 
fixed, the actions developed in the fr-a.me are as shown in Figure 8~ 
The values shown are for an outward rotation of.the right leg of 0.01 
radian. The maximum negative moment: of· :.165,000 pound-inches at the 
base,of the leg attached to the rotating· foundation changes uniformly 
to a maximum of 41,300 pound;..inches at the· peak, then decreases again 
to a maximum of -93,400 pound-inches at the base of the immovable leg. 
Combined Rotation and Deflection_ 
It is most.(rnlikely that· the· foµndations of .an actual frame would 
rotate .without relati,ve displacement· {except in the special case of -
anti-symmetric rotation, which is itself·-notprobable). It is even 
less. probable that relative displacement of pi er foundations would· 
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(c), Moment, .. lb-in 
· Figure 7. Reactions, Shears, and Moments·in· 
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886 E=I -886--
(b) Shear, 1 b 
41 ,300 
-93,400 
(c) Moment, lb-in 
Figure 8, Reactions, Shears, and Moments ·in 
Prototype Frame Due to Rotation 
of Right Foundation. 
occur without accompanying rotation. In most real structures 
combinations of displacement and rotation are to be expected. 
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The effects of relative displacement and rotation may be combined 
{provided the stress-strain response of the structural material is 
linear) by superposition. Superposition may, of course, also be used 
to determine the combined effects of unequal rotations and accompanying 
. ' . 
displacement of the two foundations. 
The prototype frame was considered to be supported on two1 
cylindrical piers, each 120 inches long. If the piers are assumed to 
rotate as rigid bodies, the ground line displacement of one pier with 
respect to the other may be co~puted~ provided the rotations and the 
' 
depth to points of rotation are known. Assumi~g the point of rotation 
at 0.7 times the depth of embedment, which approximates the value re-
ported · for sands by Shilts, et al . ( 27) , Kent ( 37) , · and Walker and Cox 
{36), and considering symmetric rotations of 0.01 radian, the ground 
line displacement of one pier relative to the other becomes 
2 x 0.7 x 120 x 0.01 = 1.68 inches 
Multiplying the values of actions and reactions for a deflection 
of one inch, shown in Figure 5, by 1.68 gives: 
HA = -1230 lb 
MA = -149,000 lb-in 
MB = -3480 lb-in 
MC = 83 ,830 1 b.;i.n 
VA = 1230 lb 
ve1 = 302 lb 
where 
HA is horizontal reaction at A 
MA is moment at A 
VA is shear at A 
VB1 is shear in member BC at B 
,, 
From Figure 6, the actions due to symmetrical rotations .of ·0.01 
radian are: . 
HA = -1774 lb 
MA = -258,000 lb-in 
MB = -45,100 lb-in 
MC = 82,600 lb-in 
VA = 1774 1 b 
VB l = 559 lb 
Summing, the effects of combined symmetrical rotation and 
displacement are: 
HA = -3004 lb 
' 
MA = -407,000 lb-iri 
MB = -48,600 lb-in 
MC = 166, 400 1 b- i ri 
VA = 3004 lb 
VB1 = 941 lb 
Shear and moment diagrams for the combination are shown in 
Figure 9. 
Effect of Differential Settlement of the Foundations 
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Uniform vertical settlement of the· piers will have no effect on 
the action of the frame. However, differential s~ttlement may occur. 
This may be caused by unequal vertical loading of the piers,.variation 
3004 lb • • 
407 ,000 lb-in~ -I 
3004 
I 
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Figure 9. 
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Reactions, Shears, and Moments in 
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in pier dimensions, variation in so.il conditions between the piers, or 
unequal frost heaving. Such a differential settlement is structurally 
· equivalent to anti:..symmetric rotations· of the piers, provided the 
. '' 
settlement is sma l-1 • (If settT~ments· are ·1 arge, the changes in. ori enta- · 
tion of frame axes will r~quire special.· consideration of gravity loads.) 
AAifferential· vertical settl~~ent, 8v, of -0ne inch with a frame of span 
/ L • I ' 
1 inches, is equivalent.to 5v/1 = 1/432 ~·0.0023 radian of anti-
symmetric rotation for the· prototype frame. · Large equivalent rotation_s 
are unlikely, as ~he piers may be expected to rotate in a direction to 
. partially relieve the moments. develop~d in the frame. 
Effects.of -Foundation Movements on Loaded 'Frame 
The effects df external loads may· be combined with the effects of·. 
foundation movements by means· of .superposition. Thi_s has been done for 
· · · · · the prototype frame us i r:ig typi ca 1 · 'load· systems and foundation movements 
which were considered· to be consistent·with the particular .load system. 
'In each case, the frames are spaced 1'6 ·feet between centers,. with girts 
at 2.0 feet spacing and purl ins .at l'.8· feet spacing. Distributed loads 
·are ~onside~ed to be applied through the girts or purlins as a series -Of: 
concentrated loads. 
· Snow and Dead Load --r.------
The prototype frame was·'considered· to be loaded w1th a total (li.ve 
and dead 1oad) ropf load of 30 pounds· per· square ·foot of·horizonta1 
projected area. This amounted .to· a load· of 865 pounds at each interior· 
purl in spaced 1.8 feet between centers~ and 432 pounds at:each eave. 
purl in. Shear and moment in the frame,·assuming .complete fixity at.the 
supports~ is shown in figure 10. 
6171 ,~ 
\ ·r ·. 351,000 '--
. 1 b-i n 8649 1 b /\ / I 8649 lb 
351,000 
1 b-in 
(a) Lriads and Reactions 
(b) Shear 
Scale l" = 20,000 lb 
101 ,000 
(c) Moment 
Scale 1" = 1,000,obo lb-in 
6171 lb 
~ 
1 / 351,000 1 b-in 
Figure 10. Reactions, Shears, and Moments Due to Roof Load,· 
With Supports Fixed. 
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Under these conditions of loading, with positive moment at the 
bases, the thrust and moment applied to the foundation may be expected 
to cause symmetrical outward rotation and displacement of the piers. 
For assumed rotations of 0.005 radian and corresponding displacements 
of 0.84 inch,. the shear and moment resulting from ~he above load with 
pier displacem~nt are shown in Fi.gure· 11. The values shown were 
computed by superposition of Figures 9 and 10. 
The result of .pier displacement, ·;n this system of loading, is to · 
greatly decrease the moment at the base, to slightly increase the 
moment at the knee, and to considerably· increase the moment at the peak. 
The result of the foundation movement is to reduce the capacity 
of the frame to withstand the vertical roof loads, due to the increase 
;) 
in moment and corresponding increase in stress at the knee. The in-
creased moment at the peak would not affect thecapacityof the frame 
if the frame were of constant section. However, if the frame section is 
reduced at the peak, then the change in moment at this point would 
require consideration. 
Wind load 
Actions in the prototype structure were computed for wind load with 
the wind direction in the plane of the frame. Wind.loads were computed 
for a 50-year recurrence int~rval using the method .described in ASAE 
Data R288 (62) for Central Oklahoma. Computed loads at each purlin and 
g·irt are shown in Figure-12a. Actions and foundation reactions for the 
frame. with fixed supports assumed, are show~ in Figure 12. A maximum· 
. I . 
moment (negative} of,-160,0PO pound~tnches exists at the base of the 
windward leg,· in conjunction with a hor·izontal thrust of 2600 pounds. 
Reactions at the base of the ]jeward leg are much smaller. 
17,300 lb 
\r eA ~ 0.005 Rad 
4669 l~ ~ 
\ ~ o = 0.84 in 
·.147 ,500 "-....... 
1 b-i n 
8649 
(a) Loads and Reactions 
(b) Shear, lb 
184,000 
147,500 
(c). Moments, lb-in 
.,. 4669, lb 
t ~ 147 ,500-1 b-i n 
8649 
Figure 11. Reactions, Shears and Moments Due To 
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(a) Loads and Reactions 
__ ....... 156 
(b) Shear 
__ _1===~~-160, 000 5700 
(c) . Moment 
Scale 111 = 200,000 lb-in 
Figure 12. Reactions, Shears, and Moments Due To 
Wind Load, Bases Fixed. 
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Because of·the much greater reactions· developed at the windward 
leg than at the leeward leg, the most probable foundation movement is 
an inward r~tation'and accompanying·~isplacement·of the windward piet, 
· with the leeward pier remaini.ng relative·1y· stationary. 
The results of an inward rotation of· the windward pier through an 
angle of 0.005 radian, with an accompanying· displacement of the pier 
top 0.42 inch inward, on the frame actions-are shown in Figure 13. 
The moment at .the critical windward foundation region is substantially 
reduced, while moments at the knee· and· peak are increased considerably 
(but to much lower values- than the· initia1·moment at the windward leg). 
L 
The moment at th~ ,~~ward knee is reduced·slightly, and that at the 
leeward footing greatly ~ncreased, though· it is still much less than 
the maxfmum·moment occurring at the windward support in the fixed leg 
case. 
The· result of such. a foundation· de.necti on· is, for this type of 
loading, to incy,ease the load-carrytng-.. capacityof the.frame. In 
effect, the resisting moments which were· critical at the .base .of the 
windward leg in the fixed base case·are .. replaced by increased moments 
in the 1 ess cri ti-cal areas;..;..the windward·· haunch, the peak, and the 
·· 1eeward support. Shears are also partially equalized throughout the 
frame. 
Grain Bin Loads 
Farm buildings· are frequently used to· store grain. The pressure 
of grain against the building walls is usually _assumed to be horizontal 
(for shallow bins) and to be equal to the Rankine active pressure: 




40,100 ~ ~ ! = 
0.42 in '! ~,800 
1179 
(a) Loads and Reactions 
,(b) Shear 
Scale 111 :;: 5000 lb 
-40,lOO 
(c) Moment 
Scale 111 = 200,000 lb-in 
1410 
Figure 13. Reactions, Shear and.Moment Due To Wind 
Load, With Rotation of Left Pier. 
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where. 
p = horizontal pressure; l bf per ft2 
w = specific weight of th~ grain, lbf per ft 3 
h = depth of grain, ft 
t = angle of internal friction, degrees. 
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For the building in question the· lateral pressures on the walls 
were computed assuming the building to· be· filled with wheat level with 
the eaves. The wall loads were distributed among the girts, resulting 
· in· the loading shown in Figure 14a. 
This type of load is characterized, ina hingeless frame, by high 
moments and shears at the bases ·Of the frame, a moderately high negative· 
moment at about th~ee~fifths of the wa11· height, and moderate· actions 
· throughout the remainder of:the frame~·· Shears, .moments, and foundation 
reactions for this loading. with the supports considered fixed, are 
shown in Figure 14~ 
Due to the moment and shear transmitted· to the foundation, the 
piers .may be expected to rotate o~tward, with accompanying relative 
displacement. 
Each pier was considered to have· rotated outward by 0.005 radian, 
with an accompanying relative displacement· of 0.84 inch. The resu1ting 
· reactions, shears and moments in the loaded frame are shown in Figure 15. 
The effect of foundation movement· is·to moderately reduce the· 
· critical shear at the base, to greatly· reduce the moment at the base, 
and to increase the moment near the three~fifths points in the legs. 
Moments and shears at oth~r points in the frame are increased signifi-
cantly, but in the example, nowhere do they approach the magnitude of 
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Figure 14, Reactions, Shea rs· and Moments Due To 
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Consequently, for this type of loading, the effect of foundation 
displacement is to increase the load .. carrying capacity of a constant-
section frame, by reducing moment and shear at th~ most critical regions, 
and increasing them in less critical .areas. 
Summary 
A number of loading conditions, typical of farm buildings., were 
investigated using an arbitrary design of hingeless rigid frame. Frame 
actions (shears and moments) and reactions were computed and plotted 
for each ·loading system, with ·full ·fixity of ·the supports assumed. 
Using these reactions to infer the type of response of yielding 
foundations •. foundation movements of arbitrary magnitude were 
introduced· into the .analysis, and actions and reacti'ons computed again. 
In the case of ·a vertical dis~rib~ted roof ·loading, the effect of 
the expected foundation movements was ·.to reduce the load capacity of 
the frame, mainly through an increase in mo~ent at the knee. However, 
with wind load and with grain load, whi.ch typically involve high moment 
at one or both supports, the effect of foundation-movement was to reduce 
this critical moment, as well -as the maximum shear, and increase the 
moment at less highly stressed regions of the frame.· In consequence, 
for these two types of loading the load capacity of the frame was 
increased by the foundation movement. 
For general types of loading it appears that for'.those load systems 
·which are characterized by critical moment at the haunches, the peak; 
or within the rafters, .the capacity of the frame will be decreased by 
the expected type of foundation movement.. On the other hand; where the 
loa~ induces high moments or shears at the base of the frame, movement 
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of the foundations in response to the actions applied,by the frame are 
beneficial in redistributing moment and reducing·,cri,tical stresses. 
No attempt has been made in this analysis to evaluate the magnitude 
of foundation movements .. The amounts of foundation'movement were 
selected quite arbitrarily. Computation of foundation movements will 
be discussed in Chapter VII. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTS 
Earlier investigations had reported only one component of the 
motion of piers. Beckett (30) and Rice (63) had investigated the hori-
zontal deflection of poles .at some arbitrary distance above ground line. 
Kondner and Green (32) had developed prediction equations for the hori-
zontal displacement at the ground line. Welch (64) had investigated the 
rotation of piers~ but had not studied ground-line deflection. The 
action of a hingeless frame supported by yielding piers is influenced 
by both rotation and horizontal deflection of the piers .. · In order to 
apply any of. the prediction equations developed by the above authors, it 
would have been necessary to make some assumption regarding the relation-
ship between deflection and rotation. Assuming some specific point as 
the ce~ter of .rotation would have served this purpose, but it appeared 
desirable to avoid arbitrary assumptions which might have been in error . 
. Consequently, an experiment ( 11the pi er experiment 11 ) was designed to 
develop prediction equations for both the horizontal ground-line deflec~ 
tion and the rotation of a cylindrical pier subjected to various 
combinations of horizontal thrust and moment. 
At the time the p1er experiment was being planned, a method of 
analyzing rigid frames (Chapter VIII) on yielding pier foundations was 
being deve1'o;ped. It appeared desirable to check the behavior of such 
frames,. predicted by the analysis method, by .observation of an actual 
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frame. In order to do this, a second experiment ( 11 the frame experiment 11 ) 
was planned involving the testing of a model frame and conducted at the 
same time as the pier experiment~ 
Dimensional Analysis 
The method of dimensional analysts permits simplifi~ation of an 
experimental study~ and ~akes the results of the study more. general in 
application. The method, briefly, .consists of selecting the 11 n11 in-. 
dependent variables, defined in 11rn 11 fundamental dimensiohs, which 
describe the phenomenon to.be investigated; grouping these 11 n11 indepen-
dent pertinent quantities by multiplication into dimensionless parameters 
(of .which there will .usually be (m-n)'); and then varying .the dimension-
less parameters, one at a time, through the appropriate ranges of.values 
(65). The resulting set of component equations are then combined, 
· following specified principles described· by Murphy (66), to form a. 
prediction equation which adequately desc.ribes the phenomenon observed 
within the rahges investigated. 
A particular application of the method of dimensional analysis is 
in establishing the validity of models.·· If a model is design~d using. 
the principles of dimensional analysis~ the results obtained from it 
should be valid for the prototype. Results obtained from a model which 
~iolates these ~rinciple~ cannot safely be extended· to other objects. 
In the analysis which follows, the frame and the foundation pier 
were analyzed separately, validity of· the proposed models established 
separately, .and then the ·compatibility and continuity .requirements were 
applied to establish the required relationships between frame and pier 
in the complete model. 
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Dimensional Analysis of the Frame 
Pertinent Quantities . 
. 
The geometric variables and actions involved in the fr~me ,analysis 
are shown.in Figure· 16, and all pertinent quantities listed in Table I. 
In order to simplify ._the analysis and· the· experiment as much as possible,. 
it was decided to 1 imit the experiment· to symmetrical. frames with sym-
. metrically placed loads; with constant modulus of -elasticity .and moment 
of inertia, and to minimiz.e ·shear and axial deflection by the use of a 
rettangular cross-section •. 
The ,pertinent quantities in Table I were combi.ned, .following the 
method of ·dimension.al analysis de.scribed by Murphy (66) to form dimen-
si onl.ess .parameters { pi terms). By combining E and I· into one quantity, 
·EI, the number of quantities .was reduced ·to ten, and the number of· 
· required pi terms. was·.eight. The pi terms .selected are listed. in 
Table I I. 
Discussion of Pertinent quantities and Dimensionless ·Parameters 
In selecting pertinent quantities, only· those quantiti.es which 
enter into a conv~ntional 1inearly-e1astic fr~me analysis were 
·~onsidered. As a result of this, stresses: in the frame did not appear 
in the analysh, but the assumption of' 11near elastic action ·added· the· 
rest~1ction, 'both in the·mode1 and t~e prototype, that at no point does 
the ·existing .stress ·exc.eed the yie1d point of the material. 
Furth.errnore, ·.the ef.fects of ax1 al· and shear stresses were 
di.sregarded. In usual fra.me designs deflections res1,1lting from· shear 
are small and are ignored. In the proposed model, the section shape 
selected was such as.to reduce thes~ effects to extremely low valuesl 
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FRAME PERTINENT QUANTITIES 
Modulus of elasticity 1 bf-in-2 
Moment of inertia . 4 ,n 
Span in 
Leg height in 
Angle of rafter from horizontal· rad 
Any load, symmetrical 1 bf 
Horizontal thrust at ground lbf 
Moment at ground 1 bf-in 
Horizontal movement at ground in 
Rotation at ground rad 
Other pertinent lengths in 
TABLE II 
DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS FOR FRAME 
Ill = a. 
rr2 = h/!l 
II3 = P//EI 
rr4 = o/!l 
II5 = 0 
rr6 = Hi/EI 
n7 = Mil/EI 












Application of conventional structural theory showed that, subject 
to the above restrictions, the variables 8, the horizontal deflection 
of the frame base,· and e, the rotation of the frame base, .could each be 
· expressed in terms of the other eight variables; alternately, in terms 
of the dimensionless parameters,:n4 and n5 could each be ex~ressed in 
terms ·Of the other six pi ter~s~ leading to two general relations: 
I 
Design and Operating Condittons for the Frame Model 
Due to the predominance of geometric factors in the dimensionless· 
··parameters of the frame, it was clearly-advantageous to try,to maintain 
geometric similarity between model and prototype. However, due to the 
difficulty .of precisely modelling the frame cross-section, both from 
the standpoint of constructing the model and the possibility of lateral 
instability during testing of an isolated model, distortion of the cross-
section appeared advantageous~ It had already been decided. to disregard 
shear and axial stress effects; consequently, distortion of·the cross-
section did not require compensation, provided that the moment of 
inertia was properly modelled: A rectangular cross-section, with the 
minor axis in the plane of loading, was· selected because it would be 
··easy to constrµct, and would minimize possible lateral stability 
problems. Steel was selected as the material for the model. 
Two scales for the model resulted; these were n1, a length scale, 
·defined by n1 = ;i._p/;i._m where 
;i._p = any pertinent length of the prototype 
;i._m = corresponding length of·the model, 
·. and n2 = the moment of inertia scale defined by n2 = EPIP/Emlm where 
IP = moment of inertia .of prototype· 
I~= moment of inertia of model 
EP = el as tic modulus. of the prototype · 
Em= elastic modulus of ·the model 
n2 =I/I for the;material selected,·where E = Em . p m . . p 
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Applying the requirements for a true· model, as outline.d in Murphy. 
· (66), that corresponding-pi terms be equal in model and prototype, led 







Geometric simihrity (except for cross~section) 
Material the same (stee·l) in bo.th model and prototype· 
2 Pm= n1 /n2 Pp where Pm is model loading; Pp is prototype load 
. 2 
Hm = n1 /n2 Hp 
Mm= n1/n2 Mp 
Im= l/n2 Ip, 
Dimensional Analysis -of·a Rigid Pier Foundation 
Pertinent Quantiti~s 
Pertinent quantities believed to· be· app1icable to the overt~rning 
·of a .rigid foundati-on pier embedded in cohesionless. soil are .shown in 
F1 gure 17 an.d Tab.le I tI. . 
It was believed that .. d and· e cou.l d . each be expressed in terms of 
the at.her seven variables.· Th.us the· two· equati ans among ei-ght· variables 
each were· expected. Combining thesa variabl~s into dimensionless para-
. ·· ·me:ter~ resulted. in six din.,en-sionless pi· terms for both of the two 
relations. These .pi terms: are ·shown in Ta:ble IV, and may. be combined. 
into the general equations: 
\ ;+ --...----.- H , 
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PERTINENT QUANTITIES~ RIGID PIER IN SAND 
Width or diameter of pier 1 ti 
Depth of ~ier below ground in 
Effective specific weight of so-.il ·1b /in3 · f 
Internal friction angJe of soil rad·. 
Horizontal movement at ground in 
Rotation at ground rad 
Horizontal ·thrust at-ground-. . lbf 
Ground 1 i ne moment .. lbf-i-n 
Number of load applications 
TABLE IV 
DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS FOR PIER 
rr1 = D/B 
rr2 .= H/B\1* 
rr3 = M/HD = L/D** 
rr4 = o/B. 
II5 = cf> 
n6 =.e 
II = N 7 
*rr2 was chang~d in the analysts -to 
2 rrz1rr1 = H/B. Dy 









TI4 = f(rrl' n2' TI3, TI5, TI1}. 
n6 = g(nl' TI2, TI3, TI5, TI7). 
Discussion of Pertinent Quantiti~s .and Dimensionless Parameters .. 
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The pertinent quantities se 1 ected were believed to adequately define · 
the response· of cylindrical pters embedded: in cohesionless soil to over-
turning actions, provided that time-dependent effects~ and the .effects 
of previous stress history, could be mintmized .. It was planned to 
minimize time-dependent effects by using a· loading schedule which would 
per~it equilibrium to be fully established after each load increment, 
before measuring deflection$. The effects of previous loads were 
controlled by establishing a standard load cycle for the tests-involving 
·repeated loads. 
The four variables, ·H, M, .e and o appearing in the pier analysis 
were the same variables appearing in the· fr~me analysis.in the case of 
a .hingeless frame.· If a two-hinged frame is considered, the M term 
would disappear and the~ term would not be the same in the frame.and 
the pier. 
oe·sign and O__perating .Conditions. 
Setting corresponding pi -terms equa1· in·model and prototype 1ed :~o 
the ~esign .and operating conditions for the· model pie~. The model length 
scale was·.defined as n3 =.~P/Am.where A is any pertinent length, an~ the. 
sand to ·be used was· cons·1dered to be· identical in .both model and·proto-
type, so that •P = •m· Design and operating conditions. thus were: 
1. •m = •P 
2. Geometric sim'i.lari:tY betwee.n moqel an9 prototype, with 
;x.m = AP/n 3 
3~ 
4. 
Relating Pier and Frame Conditions 
Fro~ the anilysts of·the frame the· fo11owing conditions,wjr~ 
established (i.n addition to.geometric similarity):· 
n 2 
p·=_l_. p 
· m n2 p 
n 2. 
1 H = -H m n2 . p 
nl 
M = - ·M m n2 p 
and from the pi er analysi,s 
Mm=~ Mp. n . 
3 
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As a result of t~e continuity of actions and displace~ents between 
the frame ·and pier of a hingeless framef 
H frame= H pier 
M frame ·= · M pier 
e frame = .e pier . 
~frame=·~· pier. 
Applying the first two of these for the model, and substituting from 
above, led to: 
leading to 







n - n 1 - 3 
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That is, that the length scales in frame and pier .should be the same, .. 
n1, and the moment of inertia scale be n15, 
Experimental Schedule:. The Pier Experiment 
The pier experiment was planned to permit.the dependent variables 
n4 and n6 to.be measured while the independent variables n1, .rr2, n3, and 
n7 .were .varied one at a .time. Original.ly it was plann.ed· to. vary rr5 {~) 
by saturating the sand with water, but further investigat.ion. indicate~ 
{T'schebotarioff ·(67) p. 151.) that this would nqt be effective. (Later 
' 
results indicated that -the behavior of the-saturated sand was·quite 
different from the dry sand, and the data were al')alyzed 1ndepender,t1y • .) · 
The ·experimental sch_edule, wt.th values of the independent dimensionless 
parameters, is shown .in Table v~ 
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TABLE V 
SCHEDULE OF-THE PIER EXPERIMENT 
Values of Dimensionless Parameters 
Variable - IT4,IT5 nl Il2 IT3 . IT7 
Ort Sand Tests . 
nl Measure 3 2.0961 2 1 
7 
TI2 . Measure 5 0.4192 2 
0.8384 
1 . 2577 
1 . 6769 
2.0961 
IT3 Measure 5 2 .0961 0.2 
1 
3 
TI , Measure 5 2.0961 2 1 7. 2 
11 
Saturated Sand Tests 
nl Measure 3 2.0961 2 
7 
n2 Measure 5 0. 4192 · 2 
0.8384 
. 1. 2577 
1 . 6769 
2.0961 
Wet Sand Tests 
nl Measure 3 2. 0961 2 1 
7 
n2 Measure 5 0.4192 2 1 
0.8384 





A pier diameter of-one and one-half inches was chosen. The specific 
weight of the compacied sand was 108 lb/ft3 = 0.0625 lb/in3. With these 
values as constant~hroughout the experiment the val~es of khe variable 
quantities, listed in Table VI, were computed. The dimensions of the 
piers used are shown.in Figure 18. 
The Frame Experiment 
The frame model was designed to model the prototype frame analyzed 
in Chapter III, with a basic.length scale of 12 .. This meant that. all 
dimensions (except those of the frame cross-section) of the model frame 
and its piers were one-twelfth those of the prototype; that is,· 
>..m = 1\ >..p. The. moment of inertia of the model should have been, 
according to strict dimensional similarity, { times that of the 
prototype: 
n 
~ x IP= 4.03 x ,o-6 x 48 = 1.935 x ,o-4 in4 . 
12 
The minor moment of inertia of the 1/8 x 1 1/4 inth bar which was used 
for the model was computed. to be 2.034 x 10·4 inches4, which was 
considered acceptably close to the desired value. 
The piers used for the mode1 frame were 1 7/16 inch diamet~r. 10 
inches long. The value of n1• the parameter used in the pier ~xperiment, 
was 6.96. The value of n3 was expected to be about 0.5. Both of·these 
values were within the range investigated in the pier experiment for dry 
sand. As the load was to be varied:, n2 would be variable, but the values· 




PIER EXPERIMENT - VALUES OF VARIABLES 
Parameter 
Binches 0inches Hlb Linches N ylb ' -3. Varied -.in 
Dr~ Sand .. Tests· 
rrl 1.5 4.5 1 .3228 9.0 0.0625 
10.5 3.0864 21.0 
II2 ,. 5 7.5 0.4409 15. 0 0.0625 
0.8818 
1 . 3228. 
1 . 7637 
2.2046 
II3 . 1.5 7.5 2.2046 3.0 0.0625 
7;5 
22.5 
IT7 1.5 7.5 2.2046 15. 0 1 0.0625 
2 
11 
Saturated Sand Tests 
rrl ,. 5 4.5 0.556 9.0 0.0264 
10.5 1.2974 21.0 





Wet (Drained) Sand Tests 
rrl 1.5 4.5 1 . 3228 9.0 1 0.0625 
10.5 3.0864 21.0 
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Type 32 Type 5- Type 72 
Second type number of Type 5 - depends on hole used .. 
Figure 18. The Model Piers. 
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Testing was to be conducted immediately following each set of pier 
tests, with each test to be replicated three times. Tests were conducted 
both in dry sand and in saturated sand. 
CHAPTER V. 
PROCEDURE OF THE PIER EXPERIMENT· 
The Sand Tank 
All studies were conducted with models ·in a bin of Ottawa Flint 
Shot sand. The bin was a wooden tank with semicircular ends~ 68 inches. 
long, 31.6 inches wide .and 19.7 inches. deep inside. Dry sand was 
weighed into the bin, with 1642 pounds filling it to a depth of 13.7 
inches after;compaction. The ~verage specific weight of the compacted 
sand was calculated to be ·107.7 lb/cu ft, allowing for the displacement 
of the piers. 
Preliminary.testing had shown vibration of the sand mass to be 
effective for compaction.· A vibrator, consisting of an eccentric weight 
driven at about·2000 rpm by an·eTectric motor, was-constructed and 
attached to the underside of the· steel platform which supported the tank.· 
The compaction procedure ·cons i st.ed of running .the vi bra tor for two 
minutes, levellin.g the sand, vibrating again for two minutes:, levelling 
again then vi brati·ng. for· about ten .seconds •. Between te.sts the pi~rs . 
were. removed, .the sand· 1 oosened· by· pulling .a vertical rectan-gul ar :bar 
· through the. mass at i nterva 1 s -of' about three . inches in both. di recti-ons, 





The length scale of the model piers was selected to give the longest 
possible model, thus minimizing measurement errors, while avoiding 
serious proximity effects between models. It was considered that the 
zone of soil disturbance ahead of an overturning pier would be in the 
form of a cone with apex at the axis of rotation and that the limiting 
surface of the cone would be the Rankine passive failure surface ahead 
of an overturning wall; that is, at an angle of (45° - t/2) from the 
horizontal. The size of the tank permitted locating nine model piers 
with center to center spacing of 16 inches in the direction of over-
turning .. With the greatest pier depth, D, of 10.5 inches, and the point 
of rotation assumed to be at 0.695 D below the surface, the required 
minimum clear spacing was 14.4 inches which agreed well with the avail-
able spacing of 16 inches center to center when l.5~inch diameter models 
were used. Consequently, a diameter of 1.5 inches was established for 
the model piers, with the longest 10. 5 inches deep ( rr1 = D/8 = l O. 5/1. 5 -
7). It'was considered that so11· disturbance below the axis of rotation 
wot1ld be local, an.d would not influence the behavior of·adjacent poles. 
Randomization 
The experimental schedule for the dry sand tests involved six types 
of pier. These were randomly.numbered 1 through 6, and since nine· 
positions were available, numbers 1~ 3, and 5 were duplicated in the 
first test; numbers 2, 4, ,and 6 in· the second. The nine piers selected· 
were assigned at random to positions in the tank for each test. 
Positions in the tank are shown in Figure 19. 
·,; . 
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In the tests using saturated sand and wet.sand, only thr~e types 
of piers were to be used. Thus· it was.possible.to replicate three times 
in each· series-, Again the piers were assigned at random to positi·ons · 
within the tank. 
Preparation 
In the dry sand test the bin· had been fi 11 ed with a known weight of .. 
dry sand. The sand was loosened· by dragging .a vertical steel bar through 
it-from end to end and from side· to side. Supporting bars were clamped 
to the frame over the ·tank~ a~d the piers clamped to these supporting 
bars at the predetermined locations. As each pier was placed, sand was 
removed from'its location to permit it to be set to .proper depth without· 
forcing it into the sand. As an added precaution against local compac-
tion a tool was. passed under the base of each pier after the pi er was 
clamped in place~ After·_all the piers were in place'the sand was com-
pacted by vibration, with the. sand carefully levelled between vibration 
cycles. The appearance of the tank· with al.l the piers clamped in place 
is shown in Fiiure 20, · Aftet compaction the depth of sand was measured· 
and the.sand.density computed. 
Testing 
Upon completion of the compaction a row:of piers was unclamped from 
its supporting bar and the bar moved· into position to support a fixture 
carrying two dial. gauges, with ·spr·ings removed, which were graduated in 
thousandths of-an inch. The gauges·:were located eight inches apart 
vertically, and the fixture adjusted in height to place the lower dial 
about 2.25 inches above the sand surface. The .gauges were aligned with. 
Figure 20. The Model Piers Clamped in 




the pier to be tested, and attached to it with small plastic magnets 
(pieces of magnets removed from·magnetic cabinet latches). Initial dial 
readings were recorded, estimating to one ten-thousandth inch, and the. 
height of the 1 ower·. di al above· the· sand surface measured and recorded. 
A ·loading fixture was clamped to the crosspiece of-the main frame. 
with the height adjusted so that the top of the ball-bearing pulley was 
level with the hole in the pier at which load was to be applied. A cord. 
was passed over the pulley·, with a .wire .hook on one end passi.ng through 
the hole in the pier (Figures 21 and. 22). The .load was applied to the 
cord below .the puney by means·.of· 100 gram weights. Initially the load 
was applied in 200 ,gram increments but this proved to be too large an 
increment for the 4,5-inch deep piers and these piers were subsequently 
· 1 oaded by 100 gram increments·.·.· 
After each intrement of-loading the load was recorded and the dial. 
indicators watched for evidence·of creep. If creep was not apparent, 
the dial reading was recorded~·and loading continued~ When creep became 
apparent with the heavier load,s, the dials were watched and the reading 
recorded after _apparent movement· had· stopped. On the very high loads a 
limit of two minutes was put on this waiting period~ (Observa:tions over 
longer intervals showed that movement was still continuing slowly). 
Loading was continued· until def1e~tion became excessive -or failure 
occurred~ except·in the· case of pier· type 52 which was to be loaded 
· · repeatedly. In this .case the pi er· was 1 oaded by 200 gram increments to 
1000 grams (2.205 lb) then unload_ed· an.cl the cycle repeated 11 times .• 
Upon completion .of all dry· s.and· tests the piers were reset; the 
drain was closed and t~e bin fi11ed· to above the sand surface .with 
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Figure 21. Test Set Up for Model Pier Tests Showing Method 
of-Loading and Measuring Deflection. 
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Figure 22. Loading the Model Piers. 
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· testing could be continued. The sand was compacted by a modified 
vibration cycle: with the reduced effective specific weight of the 
submerged sand the action of the vibrator caused considerable sand move-
ment, and the final· period of· vibration after levelling .was reduced to. 
about one· second in order to minimize further movement. During vibra-
tion and testing in· the saturated· condition the water level was maintained 
· slightly (about 1/4 inch)· above· the top of the sand. The testing 
procedure was the same as for the dry sand. 
For the· final series of tests· ( dra; ned wet sand) the tank was fi 11 ed 
to ab_ove the sand level with water after the piers had been clamped in 
place, and compacted· as for the·saturated sand tests. Then the drain was 
opened and water allowed to escape· until the water table was below the 
bottom of the first piers. to be tested. Testing was carri-ed out.as 
rapidly as possible tq minimize the·.effects of changing water content. 
No attempt was made to maintain constant water content during the tests~ 
Sand Density Tests 
A strong possibility existed that the specific we·ight of the 
compacted sand in the tub wasnot·uniform throughout the depth. Direct 
·measurement of sand density at· diffefent depths was not feasible. As 
a check on this, sand was placed· in a 3 3/4-inch diameter Lucite cylinder 
closed at the bottom end, which was embedded in the sand in the tank with 
the cylinder- resting on the tank ·bottom and which remained. in the tank 
through the compaction and testing period. Following completion of-.the 
test the cylinder was removed-carefully to avoid jarring and placed on 
a set of scales. The gross wei'ght and the depth of sand was determined. 
A vacuum cleaner with a small nozzle (1/4-·inch OD copper tubing) was 
Figure 23. Measuring the Density Gradient 











































used to remove sand fro11J the cylinder by increments of approximately 
one-inch depth. (Figure 23). The weight and height of the sand co 1 umn 
was recorded after remova 1 of each increment. Fina 11 y the apparent 
specific weight of each increment was calculated. Although calculated 
values of specific weight varied· considerably between adjacent incre-
ments there appeared to be no trend toward an increase in specific 
gravity with ~epth (Figure 24). The variation is believed to have been 
due to errors in measurement~ rather than actual changes in specific 
gravity. The specific gravity of the sand in the cylinder was cons is-. 
tently less than the average in the tub. This is believed to be due to 
the effect of wall frictipn in the relatively small diameter ~ylinder. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF THE PIER EXPERIMENT 
D~velopment of the Prediction Equationi 
The experiment had been planned to provide experimental 
relationships between the dependent dimensionless parameters n4 and rr6 
in terms of each of the independent parameters, n1, n2, rr3, rr5, and n7. 
(Meanings of the dimensionless parameters are listed in Table IV, p. 68.) 
However, it was not possible to vary n5 with the equipment available so 
that the independent parameters. w.ere reduced to four. 
In general the experimental procedure was to determine values of 
the dependent parameters, rr4 and n6, while one of the independent para-
meters was varied, the other ,three being held constant. The resulting 
relationships were of the form: 
etc., 
.. 
where F(rr1, rr2, rr3, rr7) is a function of rr1, with rr2, rr3, rr7 held 
constant at some predetermined levels. Value~ of the dependent para-
meters computed from the deflections recorded during the tests ·ar~ listed 
in Appendix B for all levels of the independent parameters. 
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According to the principles of dimensional analysis (Murphy (66) 
· pp. 41-44) the resulting component equations may be combined by multi-
plication to form a general prediction equation provided all the com-
ponent equations are similar in form and that auxiliary component 
equations developed using different values of the fixed parameters are 
related to the primary component equations by the relation: 
where F(fi2, rr3) is the component equation developed at a fixed value, 
fi2, of rr 2, and F(ff2, rr3) is the auxiliary compo~ent equation de~eloped 
at a different value, fi2, of rr2. F(H2, H3) and F(;2, H3) are values of 
the function at the fixed value of ft3, with rr2 equal to fi2 and H2, 
respectively. 
In particular, if the component equations meet these tests and plot 
as straight lines in logarithmic space, (thereby defining a plane in 
logarithmic space) the general prediction equation obtained by multipli-
cation of the component equations, will be of the form: 
Preliminary analysis of the experimental data consisted of _plotting 
the data in various coordinate systems--linear, semi-logarithmic, log-
arithmic, and hyperbolic. This indicated that the relation~hips between 
rr4 (and rr6) and rr2 were of the form: 
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and those of n3 were: 
The data for n1 were limited in number and badly scattered, but did 
approximate a straight line plot on log-log paper, so that relations of 
the form: 
were considered appropriate. 
During preliminary analysis deflections were computed from the 
initial pier position only, and a relationship relating rr4 to rr7, of 
the form: 
was established. It was recognized that this relation could not be 
introduced into the prediction equation by multiplication, and in 
consequente this relation was omitted from the early stages of analysis, 
which used the constant value of rr7 = 1. 
Following preliminary plotting to establish the forms of 
relationship, each set of data .was fitted by a curve, using the least 
squares method applied to suitably transformed data (68). The resulting 
component equations for the dry sand tests are plotted in Figures 25, 26, 
and 27. These equations were: 
rr4 = 1.421 X 10-2 rr1-0,JggJ 
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Figure 25; The Relations Between the Dependent Variables, n4 and 
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Figure 26. rr4 and rr5 At Various Levels of rr~, When rr1 = ·5, rr3 = .2, 
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Figure 27. rr4 and rr6 at Four Values of rr3, When rr1 = 5, rr2 = 2.096, 
and rr7 = 1 . 
IT4 ~ 8.038 x ,o-4 x IT23·087 
rr6 = 3.729 x 10:4 IT22·276 
-4 IT3 
IT4 = 5.93 X 10 X 3.706 
-4 IT3 






During the course of the laboratory work it had proved convenient to 
vary IT2 in all of the tests. Consequently it was possible to check the 
relationship between the dependent parameters and IT2 at other levels of 
rr1 and IT3. These relations are plotted on logarithmic coordinates in 
Figures 28 and 29. Comparison with these curves indicated some question 
about the validity of the tests on the type 52 piers {pier types are 
identified in Figure 18, .P·. 75), and in order to improve the depend-
ability of the prediction equation the means of the slopes of the six 
curves in each set were used, resulting in the relations: 
and 
II _ C I II 3 • 0245 
4 - 3 2 
IT = C' IT 3.0022 
6 4 2 ' 
(2a I) 
{2b I) 
These component equations, la, 2a',and 3a, were combined by multiplica-
IT 
tion and the values of .Y = n1 -o. 3997 x rr23·0245 x 3.706 3 computed. The 
constant, C, was calculated by the relationship: 
using all available values of rr4 and corresponding Y's. This led to the 
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rr2 = H/B2DY 
Figure 28. The Relation Between rr4 and rr2 at Four Levels of rr3 and 
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Figure 29. The Relation Between II6 and rr 2 at Four Levels of rr3 




rr4 = 1 .498 x ,o-4 (rr1 -o. 3997 x rr 23·0245 x 3.706 3). (4a) 
Similarly the prediction equation for rr6 was determined to be 
IT 
IT6 = l .265 x ,o-4 (rr,-1· 236 IT23·0022 x 4.179 3). (4b) 
Plots of observed values of rr4 and IT6, versus values predicted by 
equations 4a and 4b, respectively, showed moderately good agreement, 
but it was observed that the locations of points about the 45 degree 
line, rather than being random, were related to the values of IT1 and 
IT3. This indicated that the coefficients of rr1 and IT3 in the prediction 
equations were in error. Because of the limited number of scattered 
data points involved in the development of the component equations 
involving n1, (equations la and lb}, this result was not unexpected. 
Multiple Regression Analysis 
In order to improve the accuracy of the prediction equations~ 
particularly with regard to the coefficients of rr1 and IT3, a logarithmic 
hyperplane was fitted to the transformed data by the method of least 
squares. This permitted the use of all data points, some of which were 
not available for development of component equations. The basic assump-
tions used in the planning and preliminary analysis of the experiment 
were used in the regression analysis. 
These assumptions included: 
(a) The x1 (loge IT1, loge rr2, IT3) were independent and without 
interaction effects. 
(b) The deviation was proportional to the expected value. 
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(~) The form,of relationship developed in the preliminary 
C2 C3 II3 . 
analysis; i.e. n4 = c1 n1 rr2 c4 , was valid. 
The assumption of no interaction among the transformed variables. 
is equivalent to the assumption used in developing the first prediction 
equations, that the transformed data. describe a plane .. The plots of· 
rr4 and rr6 against rr2 at various leve1s· of rr1 and rr3 (Figures 28 and 29) 
show that interaction between loge rr2 and loge rr1, and between loge.rr2 
and n3, was small or non-existenti 
A plot of rr4 versus rr2, using non-transformed data, showed the 
scatter increasing with increasing values of n4. This indicated the 
probability that deviation was·proportional to ,the expected value of· 
rr4• : Similar plots using transformed data (1.e, loge:· rr4 versus loge rr2) 
showed a moderate decrease, in scatter as loge rr4 increased, indicating 
that the logarithmic transformation over-corrected the variance. The 
reason for this was tonsidered to· be that there were two basic components 
of variance; one, invblving the experimental unit itself~ which increased 
as the displacement increased, and· a· second, involving instrument .error:-
and errors in reading, which would· be expected to be independent of the 
magnitude of the measurement. The logarithmic transformation linearized 
the first component, but suppressed the .second at high Y values. 
Although ideal uniformity of scatter·was not obtained by the logarithmic 
transformation, the situation was much improved and it was believed that 
the analysis of the transformed data would be valid. 
The transformed data were fitted by a hyperplane using least squares 
techniques (68). The form of equation used was 
or, in terms of the actual variables: 
which, cleared of logarithms, becomes: 
or, 1 ett i ng b1 





(It may be noted that the symbols, b1, b2--bk+l are used here in lieu 
of the more usual b0, b1,--bk, because of the impossibility of using 
zero as a subscript on the digital computer.) 
The plane of best fit for the dependent variable rr4 (in terms of 
the transformed variables) was: 
Y = -8.8963 - 0.5015 x1 + 3.1920 x2 + 1.2901 X3 (5) 
where 
y = log TI4 .e 
xl = 1 oge rr1 
X2 = loge TI2 
The estimated standard deviation, in terms of the transformed data, was 
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s = 0.411 
and the multiple correlation coefficient, used here as an indication of 
goodness of fit, was 
R = 0.973, 
Tests for the significance of the partial regression coefficients, 
. . 
b1, were conducted using the t test, as outlined by Steel and Torrie, 
(69, p. 298}. These were tests of the null hypotheses.; b; = 0, i = 1, 2~ 
3, 4. Results of the tests, shown in Table VII~ indicate that all b1 s 
are highly significant. That is, the test indicates that the null 
hypotheses, b1 = 0, should be rejected for all i. 
TABLE VII 
TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF JHE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
OF EQUATION 5 
Standard Deviation 
i bi of b. 1 ti 
1 -8.8962 0.2759 ~32.26** 
2 -0 • .5016 0 .1577 - 3 .180** 
3 3 .1920 0.0728 43.82** 
4 l. 2901 0.0517 24.95** 
**Indicates tis significant at the percent level 
{ to1 '11 o = 2. 36). 
In terms of the non-transformed parameters, equation 5 becomes: 
Substituting the pertinent quantities into this equation gives: 
l 02 




6 = l. 369 x 10-4 H3.l92 8-4.882 0~3.694 y-3.192 3.633 D .( 6b) 
where 
Similar procedures led to the regression equation for rr6: 
Y = -9.5087 - 0:8172 x1 + 3.0298 x2 + 1.2647 X3 
y - i'oge rr6 
x1 = l age rr1 
x2 = 1 oge rr2 
X3 = IT3 
Estimated standard deviation was 
s = 0.409 
and coefficient of multipl~ correlation, 
R = 0.97. 
(7) 
Tests for significance of the regression coefficients, B1, of 
equation 7 were conducted by the same method (t test) as for.the first 
regression equation, The results, shown in Table VIII, indicate that. 
all B's are highly significant. 
In terms of the original variables, equation 7 reduces to: 
(8) 
This equation, in terms of the pertinent quantities, is: 
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5 D -0.8172 H 3.030 . (fr) 
0 = 7 .420 x 10- (8) (~) 3.542 (Ba) 
B DY 
which reduces to: 
' ( h.) 
0 = 7 ,420 x 10-5 H3,030 8-5.243 D-3.847 y-3.030 3. 542 D .(Sb) 
TABLE VI II 
TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
OF EQUATION 7 
St~ndard Deviation 
i B. of B. t. 
l ' 1 1 
-9.507 0.2745 -34.64** 
2 -0.81715 0. 15696 .. 5.206** 
3 3.0298 0.07249 41.80** 
4 1 . 2647 0.05144 24.59** 
In the tests in saturated and in wet sand rr3 and rr 7 had not been 
varied. Consequently the analysis of these tests involved only two 
independent parameters, rr1 and rr2. · Using the same general form of 
relationship as in the dry sand tests but omitting rr3 the data were 
fitted by a logarithmic plane of the form: 
or in terms of the transformed data: . 
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As in the dry sand tests, the method of least squares was used to 
fit a plane to the transformed data, with t tests of the coefficients, 
standard deviations~ and multiple regression coefficient calculated in 
the transformed scale. 




s = 0.426 
and 
R = 0.963 
and 




s = 0.406 
and 
R = 0.974. 
Substituting the pertinent quantities into these equations gives: 
0 10_3 D -1.185 H 2.196 -8 = 3. 5738 x (-) (--) B B2DY. 
(9a) 
3 D -2.466 H 2.379 
e = 5.5195 x 10- (-8) (-2-) . 
B Dy 
(lOa) 
A similar analysis of the data of the wet (drained) sand tests gave: 




s = 0.268 
R = 0.983 
rr6 = 8.4118 x ,o-4 rr -0.9499 rr 2.2485 
l 2 
s = 0.4785 
R = 0.953. 
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( 12) 
Substituting the pertinent quantities into these equations gives: 
_Bo= 8,1835 x 4 D -0.2092 H 2.1931 10- . (-B) (-;;--) 
B.::DY 
( 11 a) 
~nd 
_4 D -0.9499 H 2.2485 
e = 8.4118 x 10 (8) (:L) . 
B DY 
( l 2a) 
Tests of the signific~nce of coefficients of the equations 9, 10, 
11, and 12 (in terms of the transformed vari.ables) showed all the 
coefficients to be significant; that is, that the probability of each 
coefficient being zero, if the experiment were repeated a large number 
of times, was less than 0.05~ and all but one, b2, the exponent of rr1 
in equation 11, to be highly significant (p < 0.01). 
Position of the Axis of Rotation 
The positi-0n of the axis -Of rotation was calculated for eac~ point 
in all tests. The location, which is defined for a rigid pier as Z = 
0 
f, was expressed in dimension less form -as: 
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POZN = 
POZN, a dimensionless parameter, may be substituted for either TI4 
or TI6 in the set of dimensionless parameters (Appendix A-2) used to 
describe the system. A prediction equation for POZN may be obtained 
from equations 6 and 8 by division. This re,lation is of the same form; 
b b TI 
POZN = bl TI 2 TI 3 b 3 1 2 4 
as the original equations. 
In order to reduce fitting errors, the data for the dry sand tests· 
were fitted by a multiple regression equation of this form using the 
method of least squares on suitably transformed data. All points which 
resulted in values of POZN equal to· or less than zero, or greater than 1, 
were omitted from the analysi,s. 
The resulting equation was: 
Y = -0.1598 - 0,3893 x1 + 0.2902 x2 + 0;l055 X3 ( 13) 
·.where·. 
y = loge POZN 
x, = loge TI1 
X2 = loge TI2 
X3 = Tij. 
The multiple correlati,on coefficient, R, was 0.5615 and at test of 
significance of the coefficients showed all but the first to be highly 
significant (p <0.01). Although the probability .that the first ·Coeffi-
cient would differ from zero in repeated tests was somewhat less than. 
0.8, this coefficient was retained in the equation. The resulting 
equation, in terms of the original dimensionless parameters, is: 
IT 
POZN = 0.8523 rr,- 0·~893 rr2°· 2902 1.1112 3 
and, in terms of the original pertinent quantities, is: 
POZN = 0.8523 (f)-0. 3893 (--z1!-)0. 2902 1.1112(li,) 
B DY 
Effect of Repeated Loads 
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(13a) 
( l 3b) 
The component equations for dry sand, developed by consideration of 
the number of load r~petitions, N, ~s the independent variable n7, were: 
rr4 = (8.139 + 1.663 loge rr7) x ,o-3 (14) 
with the coefficient of linear correlation, r, between rr4 and loge rr7 
equal to 0,4075, and: 
( 15) 
with linear correlation coefficient r = 0.308. 
The data used in developing equations 14 and 15, as well as the 
fitted curves, are plotted in Figures 30 and 31, respectively. 
Formation of i3. general prediction equation by multiplication of 
either of.these equations with the other component equations was not 
feasi.ble. Such a prediction equation was valid for maximum loads (from 
which the component equations 14 and 15 were determined) but resulted in 
extremely.erroneous prediction at lesser loads. This behavior was 
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Figure 30. The Effect .of the Number of Load Repetiti.ons, N., on rr4• 
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Figure 31 .. The Effect of the Number of Load Repetition$, N~ on rr6 
When rr1 = 5i rr2 = 2.0962, rr3 = 2. 
arithmetically additive functions which are undefined in logarithmic 
space, and hence are not suitable for multiplication with the other 
component equations. 
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Since equation 14 was valid· for the maximum loads for wh.ich it was 
developed, the equation was adapted to predicting the maximum deflection 
after N cycles of 1 oadi ng, after the deflection at maximum load at the 
end of the first cycle had been computed by equation 6. The method used 
to determine the required constant multiplier follows: 
Let rr41 be the deflection- at maximum load in the first 
loading cycle, and rr4N by the deflection at maximum load 
during the Nth loading cycle, then, considering multtpli-
cation valid for the maximum loads only, 
rr4N = rr41 x c (8.139 + 1 .663 loge rr7) x ,o-3 (a) 
c 
Let N = 1 , then rr4N = rr41 
c I1_4 l = ------'---,----'-'-----'---=-
rr41 (8.139 + l .663 loge l) x ,a~~ 
c 1 = = 122.9 
B.447 x ,o-3 
Substituting in a 
rr4N = rr41 (l + 0.2044 loge N). ( l 4a) 
Similar reasoning led to: 
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n6N = n61 (l + 0.1661 loge n7). ( l 5a) 
It must be emphasized that these equations, 14a. and l5a, are valid 
only for maximum loads and must not be used for predicting displacement 
or rotation at part loads; 
CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF THE PIER EXPERIMENT 
The Prediction Equations 
Equations to predict the ground-line displacement and rotation of 
cylindrica.l piers embedded in dry sand under varying conditions of 
geometry and .loading have been developed as described· in.Chapter VI. 
Similar but more restricted prediction equations for piers embedded in 
' wet sand and in saturated sand have also been presented-. The methods . . 
of dimensional analysis were used ~n planning, conducting, and analyzing 
the experiment so that the resulting preoiction equations would be valid 
for similar piers of any scale under conditions similar to those of the 
test. 
The form of component equations was established by plotting the data 
in various coordinate systems. The forms selected not only fitted the 
data plots, but ar~ consisten~ with the expected behavior of a pier at 
extreme values of the independent parameters. 
If rr 1 were very sma 11 , rr4 wou 1 d be expected to be very 1 a rge and 
to be undefined at rr1 = 0. For the relation used in developing the 
component equations, 
Lim (rr1 -c) = "" 
rr1 -.. o 
and if rr1 were very large, rr 4 would be expected to approach zero. 
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• ... 'l<ot • 
113 
Lim (rr1-c) = o 
Similarly, rr4 would be large or undeftned at large values of rr 2, 
and would approach zero as rr2 approached zero. For the relation used, 
and 
Lim (rr/) = O 
ITe -+ 0 
L ; m ( n/ ) . = . 00 
In the case of the relation between rr4 and rr3, some deflection would 
be expected when rr3 = 0 (that is, the thrust is located at the ground 
line), and deflection would be very large at high values of n3 .. For tae 
relationship selected, 
II3 
Lim (Ce · ) = C 




The prediction equations for the pier in dry sand were: 
0 5016 3 192 (L) 
0 - L369x ,o-4 (QB)- •. (+). 3.633 D 
B - B~DY 
and 
-0,8172 
e = 7 ,420 x 10-5 (f) 
H 3.030 (t) 
(-2-) 3 . 542 0 
B DY 
The symbols are defined in Table III, p. 68, and in Appendix Al; 
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Observed values of rr4 and rr6 are plotted in Figures 32 and 33 
against values calculated by the above equations for the same values of 
the independent parameters. All points would be on the line shown if 
prediction were perfect. It will be noted that there is some non-
linearity evident in the logarithmic· plots: predicted values tend to 
be greater than the observed valu~s near the mi~dle of ~he range, ,and 
lower than the observed values near both ends of the range .. It will 
also be noted that the scatter {disregarding the non-linearity) is about 
uniform throughout the range in these logarithmic plots. In terms of· 
the real (untransformed) variables, the scatter increases greatly ~award 
the high end of the range. 
In the region in which a designer would probably be most 
interested--rotations ranging from -o~0005 to 0.01 radians--the prediction 
equation tends to over-estimate the rotations. In a few cases the ob-
served value of rotation is barely one-third of the predicted value, but 
most observed values fall between 50 percent and 150 percent of the 
predicted values. The rather wide·variation between observed and pre-
dicted values is ascribed in part to the variability of the material; 
local variations in th~ compaction of the sand, slight variation ih the 
method of loading, and errors in estimating the time at which pier 
movement ceased; all would contribute to variation in the results. A 
second source of prediction error· ts·due to the failure of ~he postulated 
functional relationships to exactly describe the phenomena being 
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of· rr1 on rr4 and rr6 were .-1 imi ted and badly scattered. Consequently·, the 
exponent of rr1 maybe subject to rather large error. Certainly some 
disagreement. between -the ·postulated and real functi ans. exists, ·.as· is· 
apparent.in the. curvature of :the plots of figures 32 and 33. 
These prediction·.equattons were tested against the data obtained 
by Beckett (30), by using them to predict horizontal deflecti'on- at· 0.315 · 
D above the· ground line at· the same values of the independent·.variables 
used by Beckett. · The resu1·ts··are plotted in Figure 34. The· predicted 
values of deflection ·were··generally greater than reported ((30) ·pp. 83, · 
84,- 86], in some· cases being four· times as great as the observed-values. 
Some over..;prediction wou1 d·:be· expected because· Beckett I s test.s ·were· con-
ducted in.somewhat denser\sand'presumably with a greaterangle--of fric-
tion,•~ than that for which· the prediction equations were developed; 
The effects of internal friction were not investigated in this.· study. 
Some difference inay have··been· due to the methods of compaction··used;.;;.. 
compaction by vibration of the .whole mass in the present study·;· instead 
of the method of compaGting by layers used by Beckett. 
Location of Axis of Rotatiorr ,......._,,, __ -. -. - _... ... . 
The location of the· apparent axis .of rotation was calculated fcir 
each test, using the relatipnship 
where 20 is the depth of the rotation axis-measured-from the soil 
surface •. A new parameter~·POZN, was defined as the ratio of,the··depth 
of the apparent axis of rotatipn to the embedded depth of the pier: 
z 
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Values of POZN are listed ·in·Appendix B. 
Mean values-of POZN were calculated, from all observattons~ except 
for cl early erroneous values·,. in each series of tests. In· the· dry· sand · 
tests the average depth·of·the rotation axts was 0.7130; in 'the· saturated 
sand t~sts it was'.0.7460; and·in the wet sa~d tests it was 0~6470. ·The 
mean va 1 ue of POZN · for. the· dry sand tests, 0. 7130, was very close to 
that predicted by Kent· (37),· o·.110, for a value of rr3 =.2, the average 
value used in the· present· study. 
The prediction equation .for POZN obtained from the dry sand tests· 
was: 
D -0.3893 H 0.2902 (fr) 
POZN = 0.8523 (8) (~) 1.1112 . . 
B DY 
This indicates that· the-·position of the axis of ·rotation·, "POZN·,· 
increases as n2 is increased, .. decreases as n1 is increased, and 
increases as n3 is increased~· 
The-increase in POZN·as· n3 increases is in agreement with··the 
theoretical analyses ofWa1kerand Cox (36), Kent(37) and others. ·An 
increase in POZN as the ·1oad (corresponding to an increase inn·;· -~) 
2. B2Dy 
increases, was predicted~by· Prakash (45)., although most investigators, 
such as Kent (37) have reported that the magnitude of the load·has·no 
effect on the position·of· the axis of rotation. The decrease in POZN as 
n1, i, increases is difficult to explain. This effect would occur if 
the distribution of verticat·bearing.pressure .on the bottom· of··the·pier. 
were trapezoidal in shape·, ·tending to resist overturning. This· effect·. 
would provide a greater·portion of the .resistance to overturning in short 
piers than in long piers, without contributing to thrust resistance~ and 
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consequently would cause the axis of rotation to be relatively deeper for 
short piers than for longer· piers. 
The fact that the depth of rotation observed in the wet sand tests 
was shallower than in the· dry sand tests is in agreement with the··· 
Rankine-Coulomb theory· of soil strength. The wetting of the sand· is· 
considered to add··a cohestve character to the otherwise purely·frictional 
sand. The cohesive strength·may be considered to be independent· of 
depth, whereas the frictional strength increases linearly·with··depth~ 
The effect of the added· cohesion is to increase the strength· of~the· soil 
a uniform amount in· absolute·terms at all d~pths, but in terms'of-the 
frictional strength the· relative increase in strength is much~greater 
near the surface -than·at greater depths. The effect of this· relatively 
greater increase in strength at· shallow depths is to raise the--theoreti-
cal point of·r6tation. Analyses of pier overturning· (36), based··on· th~ 
Rankine-Coulomb active and· passive pressure theories~ predict· that· the 
axis of rotation of a pier· subjected to an overturning moment only-will 
be at 0.6670 below the·.surface· in purely granular material (C = 0) and 
at 0.50 in purely cohesive material (~ = 0), 
Resistance to Overturning 
The experiment was planned to o~tain information on the deflectinn-
load relationships of· pi-ers·,· and no attempt was made to determine the 
maximum thrusts·or·moments· that· the pie~s could withstand. Except for 
eight piers which were· inadvertently loaded to failure·, loading·was· · 
discontinued before failure·occurred. It was noted, however,·that· the 
resistance of the piers to· overturning was much greater.than could be 
accounted for by the assumption of the Rankine passive pressure acting 
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on the front and the Rankine active pressure acting on th~ back· of· the 
pier; considerably greater even than Would be predicted by passive 
pressure acting alone. Such a result is in general agreement with the 
mechanism proposed by Hansen· (70) in which the overturning resistance 
is attributed to the passive resistance of the soil wedge directly ahead 
of the pier and of the shearing resistance on two vertical planes in the 
direction of motion containing the sides of the pier. 
Effect,of Repeated Loads 
The equations developed to relate rr4 and rr6 to rr7, the number of 
repetitions of load, were 
and 
' 
with rr4N being the value of n4 at maximum load after N cycle~ of loading; 
rr41 the value at maximum load in the first load ~ycle. These equations 
are not valid for deflections and rotations at less than the maximum 
loads. 
If the probable loading on a pier foundation supporting a rigid 
frame building with roof loads or grain loads is considered, it appears 
improbable that maximum· loads would occur more often than ohce per year. 
A building designed for a 50-year life could be expected to be fully 
loaded not more than 50 times! N may reasonably ~e taken as 50 or less. 
If the building is to be· designed for a 20-y~ar life, N will probably 
not be greater than 20. The maximum rotationt then, to be expected 
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during the life of the structures, subject to the conditions of the 
experiment, will be: 
rr6(50) = rr61 (1 + 0.1661 loge 50) = 1.65 rr61 
and 
rr6(20) = rr61 (1 + 0.1661 loge 20) = 1.50 rr61 
respective 1 Y'· 
Welch (64), working with a saturated sand-clay mixture, obtained the 
relation: 
N 
Tan 8 = 9.7529 + 14.274 N 
for the effect of repeated loading. When this relation is evaluated 
at N = 1 and at N = 20 and N = 50, the effect of load repetition may 
be written: 
Tan e(20) = 1 ,558 tan 81 
and 
Tan 8 ( 50) = l , 589 tan 8 1 
which agrees remarkably well with the above relations when the difference 
in soils is considered. 
C.flAPTER VI II 
A METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF RIGID FRAMES ON YIELDING FOUNDATIONS 
A method for analyzing rigid frames on yielding foundations was 
developed, utilizing the unit load method of fr~me deflection analy~is 
in conjunction with iteration to solve the non-linear deflection equa-
tions resulting from the non-linear foundation displacements. The 
procedure was incorporated in a program written in Fortran IV for the 
IBM 7040 digital computer. The computer program is presented in 
Appendix C. 
The Unit Load Method 
The unit load met~od, as described by Wang (49)·and·others, is a 
means of determining deflections in an elastic structure· due to bending, 
in which the ·deflection, oA' of a determinate structure at a point A is 
expressed by: 
where 
fMmds 0A = EI (la) 
Mis the moment throughout the structure due to applied loadtng 
m is the moment throughout the structure caused by··a unit load 
at A acting in the direction of deflection . . 
sis distance along the centroidal axes of· the structural members. 
Similarly, a rotation,eA' is expressed by: 
where 
m1 is the moment caused by a unit moment applied. at.A .. 
In applying the unit load method to an n~fold'indeterminate 
structure, the structure· .. ,s ftrst considered to .. be-·made· determinate 
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(lb) 
by releas.ing n restraints-.· The :n actions..:'-t'orces· and·moments--correspond-
ing to these restraints· are ·considered as the "redundant actions 11 or 
simple 11 redundantsll, · · 
Each of.then deflections or rotations corresponding to each of· 
the released restraints· wi·n· be the sum of the effects· of the applied 
1oad and of each of· the redundants. Thus it is possible, if the actual 
deflection or rotation· at·each restraint is known, to write n defl~ction 
equations of .the form: 
where 
01,P + 01,1 + 01,2--
o + o + ·o n,p n,1 ' n,2 
o is the computed· deflection at the first restraint, due to 
1 'p 
the applied load· 
o1,1 is that due to·the firs~ redundant, and' so·on;·~nd 
A1 is the known defl~ction at that restraint of the actual 
indeterminate structureo 
(2) 
( In the above system of equati ans no di sti ncti on is·'made· between de-
fl ecti.ons and rota ti ans; the procedure is the same for both") 
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Each of the o .. is a linear function of the redundant·j, and the 
1 ,J 
system of equations may be solved for then redundants, provided the tii 
are known. 
A major disadvantage of the unit load method of analysis is the 
amount of work involved in setting up and formally integrating to deter-
mine each of the (n2 + n) deflections. Its advantage· is the ease with 
which variations in section properties and structural geometry may be 
accommodated. 
The hingeless single-bay gable frame is a third~order indeterminate; 
three supporting reactions are redundant to static equilibrium. The 
reactions considered redundant in.this analysis are HR~ MR' and ML, 
identified in Figure 35. · In computation, the three restraints corres-
ponding to these redundant· reactions are removed, and· deflections and 
rotations due to the applied load and to each redundant· reaction are 
computed by the unit load method. If the supports· are considered rixed, 
the sum of all components of a given deflection or rotation· (for example, 
·the rotation at the base of the left leg,el) mustequ.ate·to zero. By 
this means three deflection equations, in terms of the known load and 
the three unknowns, HR' MR' and ML' ·are written. These equations are of 
the form: 
o(P) + o(HR) + o(MR) + o(ML) = 0 
eR(P) + eR(HR) + eR(M~~!+·e~tM[)J= o, 
'( 3) 
where o(P~iis the horizontal ,moveme.ntrolfiithe base:·ofttne, right leg· 
(relative,to.;the left leg}, .due to.,tne applied 'loadi,!.P; ,o(HR) that due 
to the redundant horizontat1thrwsttH~~.et£~ 
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Figure 35., Deflections and Reactions, Hinge less Frame 
with Foundation Yieldingo 
This set of simultaneous eq6ations can be solved for the three 
unknowns, HR' MR' ML' and'the remaining reactions determined by the 
methods of statics, 
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If, instead of being fixed, the supports deflect·a known amount, 
so that the final horizontal deflection of the right support with respect 
to the left is ll1, the rotation of the right support· is Li 2, and the 
rotation of the left support is ll3, the deflection· equations may be 
rewritten, equating to the known deflections, ll, as follows: 
o(P) + o(HR) + o(MR) + o(ML) = lll 
eR(P) + eR(HR) + eR(MR) + eR(ML) = 62 
el(P) + el(HR) + eL(MR) + eL(ML) = ll3 
(4) 
These, still linear, simultaneous equations may also be readily 
solved for HR' MR' and ML as before. 
If, however, the deflection of the supports is unknown, but a 
· function of HR' MR' ML' and HL, then the equations may become non-linear, 
of the general form: 
o(P) + c(HR) + 6(MR) + o(ML) = t,(HR~ HL~ MR~ ML) (5) 
eR(P) + eR(HR) + eR(MR) + eR(ML) = f2 (HR' MR):. 
el(P) + eR(HR) + eR(MR) + eL(ML) = f3 (HL' ML). 
wheref(HR' ete,) are relations describing the displacement and rotation 
of the piers when subjected to ·applied 1 oads or moments·,· · 
In general~ such a set of non-linear simultaneous· equations are not 
solvable by direct methods, · Iterative methods may lead to a solution, 
but convergence is not assured (71), 
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The Iterative Method of Solution 
The method adopted· for· so·1 ution of the rigid· fr-am1:F;tm··y; el ding 
foundations uses an iterative procedure. This procedure consists of the 
following steps: 
Step l= Compute the· reactions of the frame with fixed supports. 
ustng equation 3~ 
Step E_: Using the values· of reactions obtained in·Step l, compute 
displacements· and ·rotations of' each support", using 
appropriate· equati~ns relating foundation movement to 
· applied· actions. 
Step!: Insert the va:1.ues of total horizontal: dhplacerrient (A1) 
and rotation· of· the right (A 2) and· left···(lllj')' supports 
obtained in· Step·· 2, into equation 4·.·. So~ye· equation 4 
for new.values of HR' MR' and ML and obtain HL by 
statics, 
Step i: Repeat Step2 using the new values of·.the·,reacti-ons, 
Repeat Steps 3 ·and 4 until sufficiently close approximation 
is obtained, 
· It appears that the· process will converge· unless~the·piers are 
inadequate to withstand· the· thrusts involved; that·.is~-that· the cal cu-
. lated deflections of the piers are comparable to those of the pin-and-
roller supported frame;····· 
Once the three redundant reactions have been·determined, the 
remaining reactions and internal actions may be determined by st!}tics. 
' 
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The Approximate Solution Sy Digital Computer 
Development of the deflection equations by formal-integration is 
rather laborious, particularly if a number of changes ,.in· frame geometry 
· and sectio~ properties are· to be considered. The digtta1 computer 
program developed to reduce this problem makes use of· approximate 
integration over a series:of· finite intervals to· establish each of 
the deflections, 8 . . , by use of the approximate relation: 
l J . 
(5) 
where Mk, mk' Ek, \ are the mean values of M, m, E·, and· I respectively 
over the kth interval 6Sk The program as written· uses· ten equal inter-
vals, 6S, for each member 0 with a maximum of four members; This makes 
possible the inclusion of·variable section, and the application of loads 
at· any of the 41 grid points·of·the structure;. 
· Cbmplete details of the computer program, inc1uding'instructions 
· for preparing input information, are presented in Appendix C. 
Operation of the program is as follows: 
l, The deflection matrix is computed using finite integration, 
to form a system of equations which, in matrix form, is: 
[a] [RJ - [.-op] 
which corresponds to the set of equations 3. This 
equation is solved for the re~ctions, R, which result 
from the fixed base condition. 
2. These reactions·are used to predict the resulting pier 




3, The revised matrix equation, 
(8) 
is solved for new values of R, 
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until a satisfactory· degree 
of convergence has been achieved, 
the· operation· is·.halted~ 
If the process diverges, 
In the form in which the program is presented· in· Appendix C, the 
subroutine PIER uses the· predi'ction equations developed·"in Chapter VI, 
equations 6 and· 8, to predict: pier rotation. Other·=prediction equations, 
if such·are available,=which·may·be su·itable for'more'general types of 
soil, may be readily incorporated in the subroutine in place of these, 
Use of the Computer Program in Design 
The· frame· analysis· program determines, with··reasonab1e· accuracy, 
the actions--shears 9 moments~·and·axial thrusts~~1n: a1 hingeless rigid 
· frame with any· system· of· loading~· corrected for: anttctpated foundation 
~ovement~ As· presented· here~· it· is useful in design·onty·as a method 
·· of analyzing a specific·design~ The user must=st111-~assume specific 
section properties· and foundation· geometry, ·test·hts·destgn· by the 
analysis program, then correct·either section·properties·nr· foundation 
geometry or-both, and repeat·theprocess as many:times···as·may be needed, 
In order to provide an· initial· estimate of·pier'size· for· the design 
·process, the curves of Figures 36 and 37 have been'deve1oped. These 
curves are solutions of·the· prediction equation· for rr6: {a)~-equation Ba 
of Chapter VI~ page 103 for·constant values of· rr~~·of· 0~005 and 0,01 
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Figure 36, The Relation Between Thrust, Depth- and Moment 
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Figure 37. The Relation Between Thrust, Depth and Moment 
Parameters When rr6 = 0.01. 
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figures are redefined, by-multiplying, in order' to· 1 eHmin.ate·the 
quantity, O;..-the embedded depth of the pier--from the'thrust and moment 
parameters. These sets of·curves predict the depth·of:pi~r embedment 
(expressed as the dimensionless parameter n1 = i)'reqaired'"to··restrict 
pier rotation to 0~005·and·Oi01 radians, respective1y~·when known combi-
. nations of thrust and moment· are· applied, Application' of these curves 
is restricted to the conditions·of·the pier experiment·conducted in dry 
sand from which the· prediction· equation was developed ... ·· The values of the 
· · d·imens ion less parameters· used in· the· experiment' are·'shown in Table V, 
page 72, An example of the use of these curves follows. 
Example Problem - Selection of Pier Dimensions 
Consider the frame and loading system of Figure 10, page 49. 
The frame is to be continuous with cylindrical· piers embedded 
in dry sand which has a bulk specific weight or 107~7 pounds 
per cubic foot. A~ initial estimate of suitable-pier dimen-
sions is required~·to limit pier rotation to 0~005 radians. 
From Figure 10- and given conditions 
H"' 6171 lb· 
M = 351,000 lb-in 
y = 107.7 lb-ft~3 ~ 0.0624 lb-in-3 
L = i = 56~88 in. 
Assume pier diameter, B ~ 16 in 
H 6171 L _ 56.88 
- "" = 24. 14 , -8 - l 6 = 3, 56 
B3y 163 x 0.0624 
Entering Figure 36 at_!!_"°' 24,14 read horizontally to 
B3y 
~ = 3.56, interpolating between the curves for·~= 2· and~= 
5. Reading vertically downward from this point to the. 
bottom scale, 
D rr1 = 8 = 5. 15 
D = 16 x 5.15 = 82.4 inches 
The required pier dimensions are 16 inches diameter by 
82 inches embedded depth~ 
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The computation above does not consider the reduction in moment and 
thrust caused by pier movement. In actual selection of the initial trial 
pier dimensions the designer may anticipate these· reductions and reduce 
· ·the pier length accordingly. Once trial values of the pier dimensions 
have been established, they may· be used in the computer· program to . ; 
obtain a first analysis of the frame-pier system.· The· results of the 
first analysis may be used in the same fashion to further refine the 
pier dimensions. 
There is no reason the computer program.could not be·modified to 
carry out the iterative procedure involved in design, if it were de-
sired. However, as·selection of section properties and found~tion 
geometry, and the relationships between the· two, is so involved with 
subjective judgment, availability of equipment and·materials, and 
,' 
· economic factors, it appeared·that inclusion of· such·a·procedure would,. 
unless the program were· greatly expanded, cause·a greater loss in terms 
of general applicability than the gain in convenience would justify. 
CHAPTER IX 
PROCEbURE .Qf THE FRAME EXPERIMENTS 
In order to check on the accuracy of the frame analysis program in 
predicting pier deflections, a .series of load tests of a scale model 
rigid frame with pier foundations was conducted in the sand tank in the 
laboratory. Also, several years previously, three full-size wooden rigid 
frames with pier foundations had been load~tested by Friesen (72) and 
these data were available for·correlation. Unfortunately, .the wooden 
frames. had been tested in a very different soil from that used in deve-
loping t~e ~rediction equations so that it was not possible to correl~te 
the results of the full-scale .tests with the model tests. The tests of 
the full-scale wooden frames are included here primarily for. information 
on observed deflections of full-sized frames tested in a real soil, and 
no attempt has been made to relate these results to those of the ~odel, 
Tests of the Model Frame 
The Frame Model 
The frame model was designed to model the prototype frame discussed 
in Chapter III. Th~ model was built of hot-rolled steel, with a basic 
length scale of twelve. The problems involved in constructing and handl-
ing a true model of this scale led to the adoption of a model design in 
which the frame cross-sectional area was di started. In the final model 
frame design l 1/4 x 1/8 inch steel bar was used, with the major ~xis 
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perpendicular to the plane of the frame. This arrangement practically 
eliminates deflection due to axial or shear strain, while maintaining 
normal flexural behavior, and has the merit of needing no restraint 
against buckling out of plane. 
The piers of this frame consisted of round steel bar, l 7/16 inches 
diameter by 10 inches long. The piers were bronze-welded to the frame 
legs. Arms of 3/4 by 1/8 inch angle were brazed to the piers to permit 
pier movement to be measured. Details of the model frame and piers are 
shown in Figure 38. 
Procedure 
The model frame was set up in the same sand tank which had been 
previously used for the pier tests. Methods of setting the model in 
place and compacting the san~ were similar to those used for piers. 
Dial gauges, with springs removed, were attached to the frame by magnets 
at five points to meas~re deflections, One gauge was located two inches 
above the sand surface in contact with the left pier arm with a second 
gauge located eight inches above this also in contact with the left pier 
arm, in order to measure movement of the left pier. A third gauge was 
· located at the p~ak of the frame· to measure vertical deflection of the 
frame peak. The remainfog two gauges were located at the right pier 
arm, symmetrical with the first two, in order to measure movement of the 
· right pier. The load was applied at the peak of the frame by the use of 
weights. The arrangement for testing is shown diagrammatically in 
Figure 38, and a photograph of the test arrangement in Figure 39. 
After setting the frame and gauging equipment in position and 
obtaining initial dial readings, a load of one pound was applied, and the 
readings of the dials recorded; an added load of two pounds was applied 
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Figure 39. Testing the Model Frame. 
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and the dials read, then another two pound increment of load was added, 
Following recording of deflection readings the load was removed and the 
cycle repeated through·a total of nine cycles, 
In the tenth loading cycle the load was increased by two pound 
increments to a maximum of nine pounds, Following the completion of 
the tenth load cycle the·frame was removed from the sand tank, the sand 
was loosened, and the frame replaced, the sand compacted and the test 
repeated, Three tests were made with the frame in dry sand and three in. 
saturated sand, 
Upon completion of the tests the model was altered to a two-hinged 
configuration, with lateral support movement prevented, and retested by 
applying a load at the peak, with the peak deflection measured. The 
results of this test were used to compute the value of EI for the model. 
The value of·EI so determfoed was 6006,3 pound-square-inches, compared 
to a value of 5898,6 pound~square-inches calculated from the section 
dimensions and using a value of 29 x 106 pounds per square inch for.the 
modulus of elasticity, 
Tests of Full-Sized Wooden Frames 
Three full-sized wooden frames were tested at Oklahoma State 
University by James A. Friesen (72) in 1963 (Figures 40, 41), Each 
frame spanned 23 feet between leg centers. These frames were built of. 
jarrah wood, wHh glued fir plywood gussets. The frame legs extended 
five feet into the ground~ with concrete piers 16 inches in diameter cast 
around them. The soil was Bethany or Kirkland silt loam, typically 40 
to 40 per cent clay in the B horizon. Testing was conducted following 
an extended period of dry weather. No soil moisture data are available. 
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Figure 41. Load Testing the Full-Size 
Wooden Frames . 
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The frames were tested individually by applying vertical loads at 
five points; 3.5 and 7.5 feet horizontally from the centerline of each 
leg, and at the center. The loads were applied by means of hydraulic 
cylinders attached to piers embedded in the soil. Details of the frame 
and the locations of the loading points are shown in Figure 40. The 
test arrangement is shown· in Figure 41. 
Deflections were measured by dial indicators at nine points, shown 
in Figure 42. Dial gaµges 2 and 3 measured the deflection of a steel 
bar attached to the lower end of the left leg. Gauges 7 and 8 measured 
similar deflections at the right leg. Movement of the· bases of the 
frames was computed from the readings of these four gauges. 
The frames were tested·with four loading cycles, each consisting 
of seven increments of load. After each cy~le the load was completely 
removed before.commencing the n~xt load cycle. 
Moments of. inertia, I, for the nomi na 1 2 x 12 leg members and the 
2 x 10 rafter m~mbers were calculated from the dimensions of the cross 
sections, using the average· values for all members of each nominal stze. 
Modulus of elasticity~ E, was :determined by loading sections of the wood 
approximately 1 inch by 2 inches by 40 inches long, as simple beams and 
measuring the deflection of the mid-point. The elastic modulus so 
determined was 2.4 x 106 pounds'per square inch (average of two samples). 
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Figure 42. Method of Measuring Deflection in Jests of Full-





RESULTS OF THE FRAME EXPERIMENTS 
Model Frame Test 
~alysis 
Ground line deflections· and rotations of the piers supporting the 
model frame in the t~sts in dry sand were computed from the dial gauge 
readings. These are listed in Appendix D-1 and are plotted against the 
load on the ffame in Figu~es 43 and 44. Predicted deflections and 
rotations, computed by the'frarhe analysis program described in Chapter 
VIII using the prediction equation for dry sand, are also shown.·. It 
will be noted that the predicted values agree well with the observations 
at the five pound load, but are considerably higher than the obs~rved 
values at the nine pound load, and are low at the three pound load. Due 
to the very small deflections at the one pound load, this load was 
omitted from the analysis. 
In terms of the dimensionless parameters used in the pier 
experiment. n1 was 6.96, rr3 was approximately 0.5, and the value of rr2, 
corrected for the predicted deflection, was 2.214 at the five pound load. 
These values were within the ranges used in the pier experiment. 
Deflections observed in the experiment are plotted against predicted 
deflections in Figure 45. Logarithmic coordinates were used for con-
venience because of the wide range of values. As a measure of the 
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the origin was fitted to these (non-transformed) data. The equation 
was: 
where 
o0 =:= o. 777 op 
o0 = observed deflection 
op= predicted deflection 
(l) 
The coefficient of linear· correlation, r, bet~een o and o was 0.857. 
. 0 . p 
A similar plot of observed versus preditted rotations is shown in 
Figure 46. The regression equation was: 
e = o 644 e 0 • p (2) 
with coefficient of linear correlation, r, equal to 0.980. 
Vertical deflections of the peak observed during the tests are 
compared in Table IX and·Figure 47 with.the deflections predicted for a 
fixed end condition and with· those predicted ·by the frame ana 1 ys is pro-
gram which corrects for the predi'cted foundation movement. Observed · 
deflections in the dry sand· tests agreed very closely with those pre-
dicted when foundation movement was considered, and were about 8 per 
· cent greater than predicted for the fixed end case. Deflections observed 
during loading of the frame in the two-hinged _configuration are also 
shown in Figure 47. Peak deflections observed in the tests in sa.turated 
sand were about 4 per cent greater than in the dry sand tests. 
Discussion . 
The differences between observed and predicted pier movements are 
believed to be attributable to· two facto;s. On~ is the variability of .. 
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OBSERVED AND PREDICTED DEFLECTIONS AT THE PEAK OF THE MODEL FRAME 
DRY SAND TESTS 
Predicted Predicted Deflection· 
· Deflection Foundation· 
Fixed End Movement Considered Observed Deflection, in 
in in Test l Test 2 Test 3 Mean 
0.02545 0.02549 0.0259 0.0254 0.0253 0.0255 
0.07635 0.07921 0.0799 0.0794 0.0794 0.0796 
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resulted in fairly large change~ in response to load; this variation 
is apparent in the deflection· of· the fifth pier listed in Appendix D-1~ 
which was almost double that·of·the other four piers. The second factor 
is·the location of these tests·with respect to the logarithmic hyperplane 
· · of equati ans 6 and 8, Chapter· VI. The test 1 ocation was near a 11 corner 11 
of the hyperplane; that is~· rr1 ~ 6.96 and n3 = 0.506 were near the 
extreme values used in the.pier experiment, of rr1= 7, rr3 = 0.2. At such 
· a location on the prediction equation surface the expected accuracy of·. 
prediction would be less than· near the midpoint of the surface. The 
situation is analogous to· the· broadening of confidence intervals in 
simple regression as· extreme·values are·approached. 
As applied to the calculation of moments in the frame, the error 
in predicting pier movement at high loads (predicted movement being 
greater than the actual move~ent) would result in the predicted changes 
in frame moment being· greater,than the actual changes.- In particular, 
predicted changes in moment·at·the base, haunch, and peak would be 
· 1 arger than the actual changes·, resulting in underesti111a ti hg the fina_1 · 
mome~t at the base and the·peak~ and overestimating the moment at the 
·-haunch. The actual· error' in predicted moments at the crit i ca 1 regi ans 
would depend on the error· in' prediction of support movem~nt and on the 
magnitude of the predicted change as compared to that of the predicted 
· fixed end moment. · For the·model, at the ni~e pound load, the computed 
moment at the support, assuming the fixed support condition, .is 26.36 
pound-inches. The predicted change in moment due to movement of the 
·· foundation is -3.16 pound;..inches, giving a final predicted moment of 
23.l~ pound-inches. · If· the· observed pi~r movement and resulting moment 
change is taken to be 0.7 times the predicted value--approximately the 
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average value from equations 1 and 2--then the actual change in moment 
would be 
0.7 x 3.16 • -2.21 pound-inches 
. . 
for a final moment of 24·. 15 pound-i n~hes. This represents an error in 
. . 
'the final predicted moment· of about 4 per cent which is much less than 
the expected variation due to differences among different ·piers. On the 
other hand, if less firmly· supported foundations were used, the error in 
predicted moment might be greater than 10 per cent. 
It appears from the results of this experiment that the frame 
. . ' 
· analysis program incofporating the prediction equations from Chapter VI, 
may be used in ~nalyzing·moments in hing~less frame~ on pier foundations 
embeddec! in dry sand, with· relatively smal'i · errors. It m.ust be recogniz-
ed that under the test conditions the analytic met.hod may tend to under-
. estimate final moments at· the· bases of the fr~me and at the peak, and 
overestimate the moment at the haunch • 
. . 
Tests of Full-Sized Wobden Frames· 
Analysis and Discussion 
Loads applied to the'. frames had been recorded from the readings of 
two separate instruments; a· load ~ell at.o~e loading point, and a 
pressure gauge in the hydraulic loading syste~. Wh~n loads were com-
puted from these readings, it was evid1:mt that .serious er,ror existed. 
\·; 
It was impossible to determine· the source.or magnitude of the error. 
The haunch deflections predicted .for a fixed end, condition at the average 
·' 
load shown by the two instruments agreed cl.osely with the observed haunch 
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deflections at low values of load, so the average of the two instruments 
was used in the analysis. 
Because of the possibility of errpr in the 1 oad data, and various 
incohsistencies in the deflection data, the analysis was limited to 
computing deflections at the ground line, haunches, and peak, and 
computing the rotation of the frame at the ground line. Means of the 
haunch deflections, ground line rotations, and the gfound line deflec-
tions at each load are plotted against total load on the frame in 
Figures 48, 49, and 50. Deflections at the peak were omitted from 
further consideration due to· inconsistency between the observed deflec-
tions and those predicted by- the observed haunch deflections and frame 
geometry. Loads, deflections, and rotations are listed in Appendix D-2. 
In Figure 48 the mean· values of the haunch deflections observed 
in the tests of the three frames are plotted against load through the 
l 
four cycles of loading. For comparison, the haunch deflection predicted 
for fixed supports is also shown in the first cycle. The line repre-
senting predicted deflection is approximately tangent to the lower end 
of the observed deflection curve! this is an indication that the method 
used to compute the loads is reasonably accurate. 
In the first cycle of loading, haunch deflection increases more 
rapidly as the load is increased. In a linearly elastic structure with 
fixed supports this relationship would be linear. The curvature is 
presumed to be due to support displa-cement and possibly in part also due 
to a non-linear response of the wooden structure. Friesen reported so'me 
cracking sounds coming from the gussets· at high loads--such noises in-
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Figure 50. Ground.Line Deflection,of ~o6den Frames, Means of Five Frame Bases. 
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Following the first cycle the frame was unloaded and reloaded, using 
similar loads, for a tot.al of four loading cycles. Figure 48 shows that 
in the second and subsequent·cycles much greater haunch deflections 
···occurred than in the first~·particularly at low .loads. The apparent 
linearity of·the deflection:...load curves·in the second and ·subsequent 
cycles suggest that the non~1inear1 componeht of the deformations occu~~ 
ring in the first cycle was· irrecoverable·, so· that in subsequent cycles 
the frame, and presumably"the· foundations. exhibit a linear response. 
to load. Deflections in· subsequent cycles .were very little greater than 
in the second cycle. 
The rotational response· of· the frame legs at ground line to loading, 
and to load cycling, shown· ,n·Figure 49,·was very similar to the haunch 
· deflection response; In the· first cycle rotation increased more rapi·dly 
as. load was increased·. In· subsequent cycles the relationship appears to 
· be linear. · Very little additional rotation occurred during th.e third and 
fourth cycles. The mean·maximum rotati-on observed was 0.0112 radians; 
··the maximum rotation·of·any· one· frame base was 0.0171 radians occurring 
at the left pier of frame 3 during the third load cycle at the maximum 
load of 11000 pounds·. Variations among frame legs were large; the 
· rotation of the left bases·was·consistently greater than that of the 
· right. The reason for this·~s· unknown, but a possible explanation lies 
in the nature of the· site:...:...a· former barnyard. It is possible that in 
its earlier use excavatibn had-disturbed the soil in which the left 
piers were set, and reduced· its· lateral bearing capacity. 
The· rotcitions of··,the fr~me·.legs in the, first cycle were compared· 
.. 
with the rotation which would·beexpected if the frpme had been tested 
in a two-hinged configuration. The rotation of one frame leg~-the left 
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ieg of frame 3--consistently· exceeded the predicted value. The means 
of the rotations of the six legs, however, were less than the predicted 
two-hinged rotations, as shown 1n Figure 49. The mean rotation'ranged 
from 53 per cent of the predicted value at small loads to 73 per cent 
at the maximum load, and averaged 61 per cent. 
The moment at the ground line, assuming linearly elastic action of 
· the frame, was computed· for· each observation. The computed values varied 
widely from a maximum of 4332 pound-feet to negative values. The 
existence of negative moment at the base of the frame is inconsistent 
with the observed deflection and rotation, so it must be assumed that 
some or all of the computed base moments are in error. This error is 
attributed to permanent deformation in the frame itself which occurred .. 
during the first cycle· of loading. 
Stresses in the haunch· gussets were computed, assuming a linear 
stress-strain response, for t~e maximum calculated haunch moment with 
·the frame in a two-hinged and in a hingeless configuration. In the two-
hinged configuration the· calculated value of the maximum shear at the 
! 
glue line, due only to moment~ was 230 pounds per square inch. This is 
more thah three times the allowable stress in rolling shear, 72 pounds 
· per square inch, recommended· by· Perkins (73). The maximum bending 
stresses in the gussets, assuming the plys perpendicular to the .direc-
tion of stress to be ineffective., were 4085 pounds per square inch, 
compared to an allowable stress of 2000 pounds .per square inch (73). In 
the hingeless configuration the calculated stresses were about 10 per 
cent less than listed above~ 
A stress of· 4085 pounds per square inch would be unlikely to exist 
at the unsupported compression edge of the gusset; buckling would be 
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expected to occur before such a· stress developed. (The ratio of· 
·· unsupported length to the· least· dimension of the compression edge of 
· the plywood gussets was 34.) When the probability of buckling an.d 
stress concentration in the· joint are considered it se.ems very .probable 
that localized failure occurred· in the plywood gussets, . most likely as·. 
shear failure at the· extremi·ties· of the glue area and as compression 
···failure at· the unsupported· inne~ edges of the gussets. The sounds-which 
were heard during loading indicate that some such failure was occurring. 
· Localized failure· at· the· haunches would invalidate moment 
· computations based on linearly· elastic action of the frame. Such failure 
would have increased the moment•at the· peak and bases of the frame. 
···Consequently, it is believed· that the computed base moments at large 
· loads in the first cycle, and· at all loads in subsequent cycles, are· 
· considerably· less than actually existed. 
No such failure should·have occurred at the small loads used at the 
beginning of~he first cycle~·,so· that computed base moments should be 
· reasonably correct for this· part of the test sequence. Computed base 
moments and observed rotations are listed in Table X for the first four 
· loads of the first load cycle~ Frame 3 is omitted from the table because 
· · · of<the· abnormal behavior of the· left leg~ Considering the probable be-
havicir of the haunch joints~· it would appear that the moments shown are 
the minimum moments·which· could· have existed~ Any relaxation or failure 
· in a joint would cause the·actual moment to e~ceed the values of Table X. 
Comparison of these calculated base moments with those predicted for the 
··frame if the ends were completely fixed (the last column of Table X) 
· shows that the moments developed at the frame bases·were approximately 
half--and possibly more than half--of the fixed end moments in each case. 
·· TABLE X 
COMPUTED MOMENTS AND OBSERVED ROTATIONS OF THE BASES OF THE WOOD FRAMES 
FIRST LOAD CYCLE 
Left Leg Right Leg · Means 
Fixed End 
load Frame Load Moment Rotattmi Moment Rotation Moment. Rotation Moments 
No. No. lb lb-ft rad lb-ft rad lb-ft rad lb-ft 
1 1 1750 1]3,3 0.00085 1240. 0.000512 
2 1450 962 0.0006~5 989 0.00061 
1081 · 0.000667 2132 
2 l 3430 2247 o. 00168. 2545 0.00111 
2 3150 2332 O.OD.134 2421. 0.00106 
2356 0.00130 4385 
3 l 4960 3114 0.00252 3372 0.00170 
2 4720 2992 0.00252 ·3268 0.00165 
3187 0.002098 6450 
4 1 6510 ·3606 0.00363 3980 0.00244 
2·. 6110· 3546• 0.00352 3965• · 0.00219 




The ground line deflection of the frame legs, shown in Figure 50, 
behaved similarly to the rotation. The deflection-load relation was 
nonlinear during the first cycle, but approaches linearity in subsequent 
cycles. 
The apparent depth, Z0 , to the axis of rotation, computed by the 
relation 
0 z = -
O 0 
was consistently less than expected throughout these tests; in only 
four cases in the 168 observations did it reach thirty inches (0.5 D) 
which is theoretically the minimum possible depth if a purely cohesive 
soil, with resistance independent of depth, is assumed. This behavior 
could be explained if the upper soil layers were stiffer than the deeper 
layers, which appears improbable when the previous history of the site 
{an old barnyard) is considered~ It appeared more probable that the 
effect was due to bending· o~ the extended frame legs within the encasing 
concrete pier. Such bending ~ould involve crushing of the wood on the 
compression side near the top of the pier, and would be increased if 
the frame legs were loose in· the pier socket as a result of dehydration 
· after the piers were· cast. · {When the site was i ns'pected several years 
after the test, radial cracking,,of the piers from the corners of the 
···frame legs was observed, but· i~was reported that this cracking was not 
evident during the.test~) The· probable bending of the frame below the 
top of the concrete encasement·would permit the frame base to rotate and 
· ·displace more than the pier. Such an. effect should be considered in 
design. 
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Although it was impossible,due to permanent deformation of the 
· frame, to compute the actual·moments and thrusts exerted by the frame 
on the piers for the whole· test sequence, base moments calculated for 
··the· first few loads of the first cycle (before· the haunch gussets had 
· been subjected to excessive· stress) indicate that the piers resisted 
moments at least as large:·as· 4300 pound-feet,· and probably considerably 
··larger. For these· particular 1oads the computed base moments were 
approximately half those computed for full base fixity. 
No attempt was made·to· relate· the results of this test to those 
· of· the model frame and model pier tests because of the differences in 
···the soils. Rotations and·horizontal displacements of up ta 0.0143 
radians and 0.171 inch,respectively, were observed at the bases of the 
frame legs at loads which would· produce mamen.ts of 14,500 pound-inches . 
and thrusts of 3660 pounds· if the· bases·were fixed, 
A material having accurat~ly predictable elastic behavior should be 
· used in future studies of thts· type~ If such a material were to be used, 
····and strain instrumentati-0n· applied at the main points of interest, it 
should be possible to determine·iccurately the 4egree of support provided 
· by the .foundation piers, and· to· account for inelastic as well as elastic 
· · behavi-0r of the frame· and· the· piers~ Although no cracki~g of the piers 
·was observed during the test~· the cracking noted later indicates the 
····necessity of providing circumferential reinforcement of the concrete 
piers. 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Hingeless.rigid frames offer some·advantag~ over the .more 
· · · conventional two-hinged conformation, in that moment due to ·roof 1 cads 
· · · · is·more:uniformly distributed•throughout the frame,'th~s making more 
·efficient use of·a constant· section~ and erection· procedures ·fot small 
····span frames are simplified·.·· By· extending the· legs -of the frame into 
···holes bored in the earth,· then· casting concrete piers around the legs, 
·.··foundations may be. constructed· without forming, .and bolts .or other 
· ·fastenings are not required· to·attach the frame· to the foundation. 
Movement of the foundations·, que to forces· and moments transmitted 
·to them by the frame, or from other causes, affects the action of the 
·frame.··· 
Objectives of this study·were! 
1. To evaluate the effect of foundation movements on frame 
action. 
2 .· To eva 1 uate the· ·stability of cyl i ndri ca 1 piers used as 
foundations· for· rigi.ct· frames. 
3. ·To· determine·criteria· for the design of cylindrical piers 
as rigid frame· foundati ans. · 
Analysis· of ·a single .. design- of frame, the· 11 prototype frame 11 , 
subjected to various types of-loading and to foundation movements which 
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· · ·were consistent· with the· reactions of the frame on the. f6undations, 
showed· that fo.undation movement· reduced. the· efficiency of the frame 
· when·vertical loads (and· large· haunch moments) were present, but -in-
creased· the efficiency of· the·framewhen large base moments, due to 
wind loads or internal· gratn· bin· loading·, existed. 
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An expe~imental program·was\~onducted· in which· the rotation and 
horizontal ground line deflectio~ of·model· cylindrical piers subjected 
···to· overturning· forces were· evaluated·. The· principles of dimensional 
· analysis were applied· 1n· the· design of· the experiment so that the. 
···resulting prediction equations·-would be· valid regardless of scale. 
· · Prediction equati ans were· developed to defi-ne the ground· line deflection 
···and· th~ rotation _of·piers· embedded· in dry sand for a wide range of· 
·· · · geometrical parameters. · More· restricted equati ans were al so developed 
·for·piers embedded in saturated·and in wet sand. 
A·method for~analyzing· hingeless single-bay gable frames, supported 
···by· piers which deflect and· rotate· in· response· to the actions of the 
····frame, was·developed. ihis·m~thod· of analysis, incorporated in a com-
. puter program wrftten in· Fortran· IV, consists· of an approximate solution 
····of· the hingeless frame· by· the· unit· loacl method, ·followed by computati·on 
·····of the pier deflections and·rotations in·response to the frame reactions .. 
··The· process is repeated·.untn· a· satisfactory· solution is -obtained. 
A test of Jhe analysis·method consisted of load-testing a model 
· · · · frame supported by piers embedded· in sand. · The observed pi er movements 
····agreed fairly· well with"those·.predicted· by· the· analysis. Observed de-
flections of the peak' of·the·model·were very close to those predicted. 
Data from a series of tests· of full-sized wood.en hingeless frames, 
which had been conducted earlier at Oklahoma State University, were 
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analyzed. Inelastic action· of· the·~ussets of· these frames prevented 
accurate analysis, but· it·was·clear that a considerable degree of re-
straint was supplied by the .foundations. The precise degree of restraint· 
· ·could~not be determined~··but· it· appeared that the 0 moments developed at 
· t~e· base of·the frame wer~about·half~-and possibly more than half--of 
the predicted fixed end moments~ 
•I. I 1 ,o" I 
Conclusi.ons 
The following conc1usions·are based· on·the analytttal and 
experimental studies·described·in earlier·chapters:. 
1. Movement of' the supporting piers of a ·11 hingeless 11 rigid 
frame,· caused·/ by· forces ·.and· moments transmitted to the 
piers· by· the·frame·,· reduce the capacity of the frame to 
support common· types·. of ··vert ica 1 · load. 
2. Movement of the· supporting piers of a hingeless rigid 
frame loaded by wind· load or: grain bin load, which 
produce. large momehts·at the·ground line, increases 
3. 
the ability·of·the·frame to withstand the .loads by 
redistributing·moments·throughout the·frame. 
The movement· of cyl i ndri cal' piers· embedded in dense 
dry sand·and acted· upon.by a horizontal thrust may 
be described by two dimensi.onless equations: 
L 
0 _ _4 (0)-o.so16 ( H )3. 192 (rr) 
8 - 1.369 x 10 · 8 820y 3.633 
S D -0.8172 H 3.030 (~) 
e = 7 .420 x 10~ (1r) (~) 3.542 
B DY 
(The pertinent' q~antities involved in these equation~ 
are defined in-Tabler IIT, p. 68 and Appendix A-l.) 
· 4. The movement of· cylindrical piers embedded in saturated-. 
sand and subjected· to·a horizontal thrust located at 
· 20 above the ground· 1 ine· .may be described by two 
dimensionl_ess equations: 
-1.185 
~ = 3.5738 x ,o-3 (~} · · H 2 .196 (....,,_-) 
Bi::OY 
H 2.379 
( ' ) 
B20Y 
5. The movement of· cylindrical piers embedded in drained wet 
sand· and· subjected· to· a·,horizontal thrust located at 20 
above the·ground· lin~ may be described by two dimension-
less equations: 
~ 4 o -0.20Q2 H 2.1931 
u - 8.1835 x lQ"'.' (-8) ( ) . 
B - B20Y ·-
6. The· depth~ relativ~to o~-the embedded: depth of-the pier--
of the axis·of.rotation ,Of a cylind_rical pier embedded 
in dry sand· averaged· o·. 71 · o which· is somewhat greater · 
than predicted--by' chssical · -pressure theory. This 
depth increased as· the\thrust·and moment parameters 
increased, and decreased as the length parameter 
increased. 
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7. The average·depth,·re,ative to D, of th~~axis,of · 
rotation uf·-piers· ernbedded in drained wet sand was 
· 0.65 D. This·was·noticeably less· than the value 
for piers in·dry· sand-. ·This effect is consistent 
with the·existence·of cohesion in· the wet sand~ and 
is in general ag,reement with class_ical eat".th pressure 
theory for:a· soil· exhibit~ng both frictional and 
cohesive·resistance~· 
8. The resistance···of·the·piersto overturning was much 
greater than that·computed for·the assumption of 
. 
passive pressure· alone acting to oppdse the motion. 
of piers.· 
9. An iterative methpd· of· solving for· reactions -and 
' ... 
· pier d1splacements·.of·Mnge1ess· single:.bay rigid 
frames was developed-.··The·prediction equations 
developedfrom·the:pi~r tests·in dry sand were. 
incorporated in·the· computer program written to 
· sqlve this· problem·.·· ihe program may be modified 
· to incorporate·any·other·suitab1e ·equations re-
lating pier~ovement to actions developed at the 
base: of the·frame-.· · · · · 
10. In tests of·-a·mode1· hingeless frame supported by 
cylindrical· pie,rs· embedded· in· sand·~· observed pier 
movement·was· reasonably close to that predicted 
by the analysis·.········ · · 
11. · The results of· tests· of· fu'.1 l;.s i zed· wooden frames 
supported by cylindrical piers 16 inches in 
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diameter and· 60' inches· deep embedded. in clay soil, . 
· indicated that· the· resisting moments developed by 
the piers were·at·1east half of-those predicted for 
· a completely· fixed· end· condition~ for frame loads. 
less than.those at·which permanent deformation of 
the frame was expected·to occur. · · · · 
· 12~ Concrete· piers in·which structural members are 
· embedded· to· transm1t··moment from· the member to 
the· pier require· circumferential reinforcement 
to prevent radial cracking. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
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A major limttati~n to· the· application· of the method of frame 
··analysis is the lack of generally applicable information on the response 
··of· piers to overturning actions. ·Soils.are extremely .varied, and the 
··few prediction equations available (including those presented herein) are 
· restricted to a very·few·son·conditions. A more general method of 
· determining pier response· is·-needed. 
Although Walker and Cox·{36)·reported that Anderson's (74} device 
···for· determining the relation· between lateral press.ure and strain in 
···holes drilled in the soil· was· not effective in predicting the overturning 
·resistance·of the piersthey·tested, it would seem that some such dev-ice 
···could be developed for on;..site determinations; or possibly the results of 
the .Anderson device could· be correlated with tests of piers and suitable 
conversions developed. 
····It would also be ·desirable· to ·be able· to predict the lateral 
pressure response from laboratory tests of the soil. Possibly the 
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stress-strain response determined in a· laboratory triaxial test could be 
related to a lateral pressure function, or could be used to characterize 
the soil response for a method of solution similar to that developed by 
· ·Mindlin (47} for an elastic· solid~·· 
· Further tests of full:..scale frames should be conducted in order to 
study long-term effects, and· the effects of a variety of load systems 
such as would occur in a real building subjected to various wind, snow 
· and internal loads. For· deta11ed investigation, the use of steel frames 
would assure essentially· linear·elastic· action and such frames could be 
· fitted with strain gauge· instrumentation to determine actions with a 
· fair degree of reliability~··· 
In order to permit satisfactory analysis of wood frames with plywood 
gussets, a study of the deflection of plywood gussets in response to 
· ·moment·~nd shear loads is needed. Both glued and nailed gussets should 
be investigated. 
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B Diameter of pier 
APPENDIX A-l 
NOTATION 











Depth of pier embedment 
Modulus of elasticity 
The force di mens ion • 
Horizontal thrust 
Height of frame leg. 
Momeht nf inertia 
Height of thrust line above soil surface 
The length dimension 
Span of frame 
Moment 
N Number of load cycles 
n Model scale 
p 
v 
. z ·. 
Concentrated load 
Vertica 1 force 
Depth below soil surface 
Depth of axis of rotatinn 
a Angle of rafter, measured from .horizontal 























rr A dimensionless parameter 
t Angle of friction of soil. 
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DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS USED IN THE PIER EXPERIMENT 
II l 
D The depth parameter B 
II2 
H The load parameter 
s2o y 
II3 
L The moment arm parameter o 
II4 
8 The deflect ion parameter (dependent) B 
II5 ¢ The angle of frfction of the soil 
II6 8 The rotation of the pier (dependent) 
n7 N The number of load cycles 
114 cS POZN :;, n II = -· Depth of axis of rotation ( dependent) 
6 l 80 
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DATA FROM THE PIER EXPERIMENT - DRY .SAND TESTS 
Pl2 PT4 PT6 .· 
TVP~ 50 Pll = 5.0 P13 - 0~2 






4. 38 71 
5. 3 l 04. 


















o. 0095 ll 
0.018550 
TYPE 50 Pit - . ~.O Pl3 = 0.2 











·. 0.001 un · 
0.003200 
O,OOR383 











TYPE 50 Pll = 5.0 PJ3 = 0.2 




























TYPF 51 Pll = 5.0 Pl3 = 1.0 






















































































APPENDIX B-1 (Continued)· 
Pl2 
4.4029 








TYPE 51. Pll = 5.0 Pl3 = l~O 






















TYPE 51 Pit= 5.0 ·~J3 = 1.0 


























TYPE 52. Ptl = 5.0 Pt3 = ?..O 
~UN 1 POSJTTON A 
0.4192 
0.8384 
















































o. 0014 7.5 
0.001625 












































APPENDIX B-1 (Continued) 
Pl7 Pl.2 Pl4 PI6 POZN 
4 0.8384 0.006831 ··0 .. 001713 ·0.191010 
4 ·1.2577 o. 007013 .· o. 001 ROO 0.781481 
4 1.6769 0.007398 0.001912 ·0.773638 
4 2.0961 0.007ll87 o. 002075 .. o.760241 
4 · o. 0000 o. 007133 0.001600 0.891667 
5 0.4192 o. 0070'+0 0.001662 O.A46867 
5 O.A384 0.006937 0.001775 o.781690 
5 1.2578 o. 007'+35 0.001888 0.787859 
5 l.6769 0.007619 0.001987 o.766667 
5 2.0961 0.008223 o.oo?.163 0.76050). 
5 0.0000 0.007469 0.001688 0.885185 
.6 0.,.192 0.007394 0.001738 0.851079 
6 0.8384 0.007358 0.001850 0.795495 
6 1.2577 0.0074'37 0.001975 0.753165 
6 1.6769 0.007<J92 0.002050 0.779675 
6 2.0961 0.(\08396 0.002225. o. 754687. 
6 ·0.0000 0.007756 0.001763 0.880142 
1 0.419? 0.001100 0.001800 0.855556· 
7 0.8384 0.007579 · o. 0019? 5 o.787446; 
7 1.2577 0.007848 0.00201? 0.779917 
7 l.6769 0.000242 0.002150 o.766667 
1 2.0961 0.008417 o.oonoo 1).731884· 
7 0.0000 O.OOR015 o. 001813 0.884368 
8 0.4192 0.007977 0.001838 0.86A254 
8 0.8384 0.007875 0.001950 0.807692 
8 1.2577 0.007954 0.002075 o.766667· 
A 1.6769 0.00~356 0.002163 0.772A32 
8 2.0961 0.008675 0.002350 0.738298 
8 0.0000 · 0.008244 0.001838 ().897279 
9 0.4191 0.008169 0.001887 0.865563 
9 0.8384 0.007962 0.002025 0.786420 
9 1. ?5 77 0.008231 0.002112 o.779?.90 
q 1.6769 0.008377 0.002238 0.748790 
9 2.0Q61· Q.008819 0.002388 0.738743 
9 0.0000 0.008283 0.001900 1).871930 
10 0.4192 0.008?08 0.001950 0. 8'• UHIO 
10 ·0.8384 0.008050 o.oo;>,100 o.766667 
10 1.2517 0.008356 0.002163, o.112a32 
10 1.6769 0.008635 . o. 002 288 0.755009 
10 2.0961 0.008810 0.002437 · o. 722906 
10 0.0000 o.oosr;12 0.001925 o. 084416 
11 0.4192 0.0081523 0.001963 0.86Rr:;77 
11 0.8384 0.008335 ,0.002088 o. 798603 
11 1.2577 0.008415 0.002213 'l.760640 
11 1.6769 0.008760 0.002337 0.149,;54 
1 1 7..0961 0.009125 0.002450 0.744898 
11 2.5153 o.Ol389't 0.001937 l.434194 
























































TYPE 52 Pll = 5.0 PI3 = 2.0 














































































































































































APPENDIX B~l (Continued) 
Pl7 PI2 PI4 Pl6 .POZN · 
A 0.4192 O.OlU,52 0.003787 0.66AQq7 
8 O.A384. 0.012958 '0.0038'50 0.673160 
8 1. 25 77 0.013190 0.003962 ().675815 
8 1.6769 0~013858 0.004050 0.684362 
8 2.0961 0.014994 0.004137 · 0.724773 
8 0.0000 0.012958 · o. 003850 0.673160 
q ·0.4192 0.013006 0.00.3863 o. 6734f-13 
9 0.8.384 o .• OL3379. o.003q25 0.681741· 
9 1.2577 o. 0.13762 · . o. 00407.5 0. 68 38 '5 l 
9 l.6769 0.014194 0.004137 0.6~6103 · 
q 2.0961 0.014835 0.004288 ·o.69?.031 
q . o. 0000 0.013369 .o. 003888 0.687781 
10 Q.4192 o. 013417 · 0.003900 0.688034 
10 o. 8.384 0.013752 o. 0·0'3987 o. 6A9U,O 
10 1.2577 0.014087 o.00401c; 0.691411 
10 1.6769. o.014s:;1q .; 0.004187 o. 6()343'.:\ 
10 2.0961 0.014933 0.004400 0.67A788 
10 0.0000 0.013694 0.003937' o. 69'5'5156 
l ] 0.4192 0.013704 o. 003975· ().689518 
11 o.a384 ·0.013973 0.004062 0.687897 
11 1.2577 0.014394 0.00t+l3A 0.695770 
11 1.6769 Q.014844 . o. 004238 · 0.700590 
11 7..0961 0.015;,40 0.004462 o. 6A3007 
11 2.5153 0.018815 0.005413 0.695277 
11 l· ~411 0.021687 Q.006475 . ·. O.M,91384 
11 2.8507 o.o45':i60 o. 012137 o. 715375 . 
TVPE 15 3 p 11. = 5.0 Pl3 = 3.0 
RUN 1 POSITION 3 
1 o .• 4192 0.000325 0.000050 1.300000 
1 0.8384 0.001254·. 0.000:ns 0.912121 
1 1.2577 o.003679 o.oooc:>25 o.1954q5 
1 1.6771 0. 01. 0271. o.oo?.s1r; 0.797735 
l 1.8864 o.o1830~f 0.004775 0 • 7 M:if:..f:, 7 
1 ?..0961 O. 02649CI 0.1)06963 o.760CJ2?. 
l 2. 3057 . 0.0416:?.'5 0.011450 .o. 727074 
TYPE 53 PI 1' = 5.0 PB = 3.0 
RUN ?. POSITION 8 
1 0.4192 o. 00033~i o.oooos1 o .. 766667 
l 0.8384 O.OOl?.2CJ 0.000425 0.578431 
1 1. 2578 · O.OO:l41S 0.001012 0.674486 
l 1.6770 o •. Oll'3Q2 0.003250 0. 7010;)6 
l 2. 096,3 ·o. 021123 o. 007562 1 0.733168 
l 2.5155.' 0~086737 
·•' .. 
0.022975 0. 755060 
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APPENDIX B-1 {Continued) 
P17 P12 PI4 Pl6 POZN 
TYPE 53 Pll = s.a PI3 = 3.0 
RUN 2 POSITION 6 
l 0.1+192 Oe0002Al, 0.000075 0.75000Q 
1 0.8384 0.001554. 0.000450 · 0.690741 
1 1.2577 o.0044i;5 0.001312 0.67.8889 
1 1.6770 0.014578 0.003888 0.750000 
1 2.og6J o. 031447 0.010413 o.7197.68 
TYPF 32 PI 1 = 3.0 PI3 = 7.. 0 
RUN 1 POSITION 5 
1 o.6987 0.000308 0.000150 0.685185 
. 1 1. 3973 o. 002310 Q.001037 o. 74230.3 
1 2.096?: 0~010908 0.004950 o.734568 
TYPE 32 Pit = 3.0 P.J3 = 2.0 
RUN 1 POSITION 6 
l 0.6()87 0.000469 o.ooooas 1.785714 
l 1. 3973 0.001981 0.000813 0.812820 
l 1.7467 0.003494 0.001537 o.1i;74r;3 
1 2.0962 o.006337 0.002975 o. 7.10084 
1 2.4454 0.013215 0.00581'3 o.1s1026 
TYPE 32 Ptl = 3.0 Pl3 = 2.0 
RUN ?. . POSITION "4 
l 0.6987 0.000517 0.000100 1.122222 
1 1.0479 0.001269 0.000487 0.867521 
1 l.3973 .0.003490 0.000563 2. 067901 
l l.7467 0.001100 0.001000 ·2.366667 
1 2.0962 o. 010392 0.004450 ·0.778402 
TYPF 12 Pll 1.0 PI3 = 2.0 
RU'J l POSITION 2 
1 0~8984 0.000343 0.000162 0.301282 
1 1.197g 0.000765 0.000275 0.397186 
1 1.4972 0.001468 0.000462· 0.453346 
l l.7966 0.002519 0.000725 0.496305 
1 2.4A53 0.008507 0.002038 0.'596480 
l 301449 0.021758 0.004700 0.661348 

















APPENDIX B-1 (Continued) 
.. 
Pl2 P)~ .·· P16 
TYPE 72 Pfl = 7.0 · Pt3 = 2.0 














o .• 01093.3 
0.016636 
.. o. 026.532 
o.p~13o6 
o.00021s: 




. o~ 003300 
o.-00513e 
·0.007175 
JVPE 72 Ptl = 7.0 · Pl3 = 2.0 











·· · .. o·.003oa1 




























DATA FROM THE PIER EXPERIMENT - SATURATED SAND TESTS 
PI7 Pl2 PI4 PI6 POZN 
TYPE 32 p 11 = 3.0 PI3 = 2.0 
RUN 3 PDSI TI ON 9 
1 0.8311 0.000612 0.000175 l.166667 
l 1.6620 0.003196 . o. 001275 0.835512 
1 2.4933 0.007712 o. 0·03575 0.119114 
1 3.3245 0.016281 0.007337 0.739637 
1 4. 1557 0.030948 0.014537 o. 709611 
1 4.9865 0.071550 0.035300 0.675637 
TYPE 32 p 11 = 3.0 Pl3 = -2.0 
RUN 3 POSITION 5 
1 0.0312 -0.000000 -0.000013 -2.416&67 
1 1.6620 0.001500 0.000400 1.2500'.)0 
l 2.4933 o. 00508'+ 0.002112 0.80226R 
1 3.3241 0.014381 0.006375 o.75196.l 
1 4.1557 o. 0°36854 0.011050. 0.72051.2 
TYPE 32 PJl = 3.0 PI3 = 2.0 
RUN 3 PO.SI TI ON 4 
1 0.8312 0.000173 .o. 000087 0.658730 
1 1.6617 o.001802 0.000762 0.787796 
1 2.4933 0.005383 0.002100 0.664609 
1 3.3241 0.013190 0.006187 0.710550 
1 4.1557 0.028577 0.012813 o.743469 
TYPE 52 P II = 5.0 PI3 = 2.0 
RUN ~ POSITION 7 
1 O.CJ972 0.000491 0.000062 -1. 570'.)00 
1 1.9945 0.002258 0.000500 0.9033:B 
1 · 2.q919 0.006420 0.001513 o. 848898 
1 3.9894 0.011014 0.002887 0.762843 
l 4.9868 0.018223 0.004825 o.755354 
1 5.9841 0. O? 9457 0.007663 · 0. 768869 
1 8.2780 0.084234 .0.0'21238 0 .'793261 
TYPE 52 Pll = 5.0 PI3 = 2.0 
RUN 3 POSITION 3 
1 0. 99 72 0.000805 0.000188 0.858889 
1 l.9945 0.003315 · 0.000925 0.716667 
1 2.9919 0.-007681 0.00?.125 0.7229ltl 
1 3.9894 O.Ol4B08 0.004300 0.6'J8760 
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APPENDIX B-2 (Continued) 
Pl7 Pl2 Pl4 Pl6 POZN 
l 4.9868 0.024486 0 •. 001113 0.688547 
1 5.9843 0.041265 o. 011925 Q.692068 
TYPE 52 .P 11 = s.o PI3 = 2.0 
RUN 3 PC1SITION 2 
1 . o.9972 0.000451 0.000112 0.801852 
1 1. 9945 -0.001023 o. 00112 5 -0.191852 
1 2.9q1q o. 00'72q3 o. 001413 1.032596 
1 3.9894 0.013389 0.002963 0.903868 
1 4.9868 0.021849 0.005088 0.858927 
1 5.9843 0.034493 0.0086\3 0.800992 
TYPE 72 Pll = 1.0 Pt3 = 2.0 
RUN 3 POST Tl ON 1 
l o. 7123 o.ooono ,, 0.000037 0.494048 
l 1.4246 0.000569 0.000000 0.929422 
1 2.i372 .0.001202 0.000213 0.807773 
l 3.5620 0.003428 0.000625 o. 783571 
l 4.2743 . o. 004()95 o·. 000963 0.741419 
l 5. 8309 0.009268 o.ooun2 0.730501 
1 7. 4694 0.015615 0.003050 0.731362 
1 9.0387 0.025015 0.004650 0.768497 
TYPE 12 pt' l = 1.0 Pl3 ·= 2.0 
RUN 3 POS ITT ON 8 
1 0.7123 0.000666 -0.000037 -2.535714 
1 1.4246 0.001446 0.000050 4.130952 
1 2.1371 0.002541 0.000263 1.382653 
l 2. 8495 o. 0045 02 0.000475 1.354010 
1 3. 56 20 0.006753 0.000112 1.354010 
1 4.2743 0.009366 o. 001163 1.150922 
1 5.8434 0.016157 0.002463 0.937334 
l 7.4820 0.027147 0.004487 0.864206 
TYPE 72 Pll = 1.0 Pl3 = 2.0 
RUf\l 3 POSITION 6 
l 0.7123 o.00021g 0.000025 1.250000 
1 1. 4246 0.000889 0.000163 0.781136 
l 2. 13 71 0.002062 0.000350 0.841837 
1 2.8495 0.003482 0.000687 0.723593 
l 3.5620 0.005387 o.001050 0.732993 
1 4.2743 0.007421 0.001450 o.731111 
1 5.9128 O.Ol47lt~ 0.002862 o. 734300. 

































DATA FROM THE PIER EXPERIMENT - WET SAND TESTS 
< Pl2 .· .. p.J 4 
.. 
TYPE 32 Pil = 3.0 Pl3 = , 2.0 



































. o. 006050 
0.00<>062 
TYPE 32 Pll = 1.0 Pl3 = 2~0 




2 •. 7950 
3.4938. 
4.1925 












TYPE 32 Pll = 3.0 .PI3 = 2.0 



















TYPE. 52 Pll ~ 5.0 PJ3 = 2,0 · 





















































APPENDIX B-3 (Continued) . 
.. 
Pl7 P12 Pl4 Pl6 · POZN .. 
TYPE 52 Pll = s.o· Pl3 = .2.0 
RUN 4· POSITION 2 
1 0.8384 o.ooos3& ·a. 000131 0.780303 
1 1.6770 0.002111 0.000638 0.8150654 
1 2.5155 0.005640 .0.001475 0.764689 
1· 3.4663 0.010124 0.002788 o.726383 
·1 4.4170 0.016768 0.004712 0.711627 
l 5.3678 0.025376 0.007212 o. 703668 · 
TYPE 52 P 11 = · 5. 0 P.13 = 2.0 
·' RUN 4 POSITION 1 . 
1 o .• 8384 0.000400 0.000100. 0.816667 
l l.6770 0.-001103 0.000538 0.633721 
1 . 2.5155 0.004127 0.001325 0~62295() 
1 3.4663 ·o·. 000205 0.002575 0.641909 
1 4. 41 70 o. 013839' 0.004362 0.634432 
1 5. 36 78 0.021905 0.006762 0.647843 
TYPE 72 Pil = 1.0 Pl3 - 2.0 
RUN 4 POSITION 3 
1 0.5989 0.000173 o.ooooa1 0.282313 
1 1.1978 0.001073 0.000287 0.533126 
l 1.7968 0.002519 0.000663 0.543127 
l 2.4855 0.004106 o.001287 0.522191 
l ·3.1399 0.007610 0.001812 0.599836 
1 3.8190 0.010898 0.002638 0.590273 
1 4.4981 0.014623 0.003588 0.582296 
l 5.1773 0.019592 0.004550 o. 615123 
TYPE 72 Pll ::: 1.0 Pl3 - 2.0 
RUI\I 4 POSITION 1 
1 o.5989 0.000262 0.000075 0.500000 
1 1.l97f3. 0.000850 Q.000300 · o. 404767 
l l. 7968 0.001929 ·0.000475 0.580201 
l 2 •. 4511 o.0031qa 0.000837 0.545487 
l 3.1302 o.004g75 0.001250 o.568571 
1 3.8094 0.006902" 0.001763 o. 5591,.39 
1 5.1676 0.012169 0.002963 0.586799 
l 5.16 76 . 0.0143()6 0.003287 0.621673 
l 4.4885 o.009383 . · o·. 002300 0.582816 
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APPENDIX B-3 (Continued) 
PI7 . '><.PI 2 Pl4 .pJ6 POZN 
TYPE.72 P.11 ·= 7,o·· ·Pl3· =· 2.0 
RUN 4 POSITION 8 
1 .o. 5989 0.000269 0.000075 o.s119os 
1 1.1978 0.000785 0.000275 0.408009 
.1 1.7968 0.001858 0.000500 o.530952 
1 2.4715 0.003491 0.000862 o. 578157 
1 3. 1399 · o •. oos216 0.001363 o.546855 
l 3. 8190. 0.007'561 0.001013 0 •. 595977 
1 4.4981 0.010312 o. 002450 · 0.601312 
1 5.1773 0.01.3820 .o. 003112 o .• 634299 
1..::, 
APPENDIX C 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ANALYZING RIGID FRAMES ON 
YIELDING PIER FOUNDATIONS 
194 
APPENDIX C-1 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM· FOR ANALYZING FRAMES 
ON YIELDING PIER FOUNDATIONS (FAPMOD) 
195 
This program is written in Fortran IV for the IBM 7040 digilal 
computer. · It is designed to compute reactions, moments, shears, and 
axial forces within an elastic.single bay. rigid gable frame having 
vertical legs. Asymmetry of the frame and variable moment of inertia 
are accommodated. The frame is considered to be rigidly attached to 
foundation piers which deflect under the forces and moments applied to 
them by the frame. Functions relating foundation movements to applied 
force and moment are required: such f(Jnctions; valid for piers embedded 
in dry sand, are included in subroutine PIER. 
An Outline of the Method 
The program uses the unit load method of computing the deflections 
of an elastic structure, with approximate integration over forty. 
intervals along the frame center line (ten equal intervals per member), 
as shown in Figure C-1. Moments of inertia and internal moments are 
averaged arithmetically over each interval. (Although the arithmetic 
averaging over a comparatively large interval does introduce some 
inaccuracy, it is not believed to be· serious. 
In the initial cycle reactions are computed for the frame with 


















- 1 x 
_J 
41 
~ Sl S2 





step of ,the program:applies these computed reactions to the foundation. 
piers and computes .the horizontal-displacement and rotation of the piers, 
using the prediction equations of Chapter VII. 
In the third step the pier movements computed in s~ep 2 are 
introduced into the deflection equations for the frame and n~w reactions 
are computed. 
Steps.2 and 3 are repeated until·etther the difference between 
subsequent computed reactions is .less·than 0.01 of the first computed 
reaction or the process diverges. 
Input 
Four .types of card are used in input. The. first (a· single card) 
carries geometric information on the frames, identified in Figure 13-1, 







Field 6 · 
Field 7 
Left leg height 
Right leg height 
Span of left rafter 
Span of right rafter 
Slope of left .rafter 
Slope of right rafter 









The .second type of .card conveys·moment of inertia {!ata~ Moment. of 
inertia {EYE) must be determined at each of the 41 points of the frame 
axis. These values·are entered on six cards, 8 per card, in Jl0.5 
J98 
format, starting with the base of the left leg as position 1 and going 
clockwise around the structure to position 41. 
The third type of card presents data for the piers. For the pier 
displacement functions included in subroutine ~IER three parameters are 
required; the depth of the pier, D; the diameter of the pier, B; and 
the specific weight of the sand, GAMMA. (Both piers use the same 
values.) Format is 3 Fl0.5. One card is required. 
The fourth type of -card is a load card •. Forty-one cards are 
required; one for each grid point. Loads must be computed at the 
grid points and resolved into horizontal and vertical components. 
They are entered in the first two (Fl0.2) fields of the card with the 
horizontal component first. Horizontal forces are considered positive 
to the right, and vertical forces are positive downward. 
199 
APPENDIX C-2 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING · 
SIBFTC FAPMOD NODECK 
C FAPMOD~ Te R· c. ROKEBY, JUNE - iEPT\i967 
C . FRAME ANALYSIS PROGRAM, 4Q DIVISIONS; 4 MEMBER StNGLE BAY F~AME 
C HTl IS HEIGHT oi= LEFT. LEG, HT2 OF RIGHT··LF.G. s1·1s SPAN OF.LEFT 
C BEAM, 52 OF Rt~HT BEAM~ ~l is SLO~~ ,TAN~ OF. L~FT, P2 OF.RIGHT• 
C EYE IS MOMENT. OOF INERTIA, E ELASTIC MODULUS, HLOAD IS HORI.ZONTAL 
c LOAD, VLOAD ,IS VERTICAL.LOAD~ A~ .rs APPLIED MbMENi EXTERNAL TO' 
C STRUCTURE. . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . 
C SIGN CONVENTION, ORIGIN AT BASE OF LEFT LEG, X ~ TO RIGHT, Y + 
C UPWARD, FORCES+ DOWNWARD AND RIGHT~ ~OMENTS + CLOCKWISE• 
C CONVERGENCE CHECK ADDED JUNE14, 1961. . 
DOUBLE PRECISION AM,~~ H, AMOM, DIFF~ DiLTAt .TEMP, CONDEL 
l,HLOAD, VLOAD, VT, AMl, V41 
DIMENSlONY(411,XC411,HC411~~LOADC4ll,VLOADC411,V(411~AM(41) • 
DIMENSION EYE< 42 I, AMOM C 41 ~4 l ,DI FF ( 41 I ,QE:L TAC 4 ,41; ALOADC 4U, BLOAD ( 4 








.DO 400 J=l,4 
DO 400 K=l,4 
CONDELi J,KI =O• 




14 FORMATCBFl0.51 . 
READC5,41 D~BiGAMMA 
4 FORMATC3Fl0e5l 







DO 21 1=2,11 
Ytil=HTl/lOe+YCI~ll 
.?1 XCil=O• 
oo 31 1=12,21 . 
XCil=XCI-11+51/10. 
31 YCil=YCI~11+cs1110.1*Pl 









6 H ( l l.=0• 
VT=O• 
AMl=O. 
APPENDIX C-2 (Continued) 
C REQUIRES LOAD AT EACH GRID POINT TO BE PREDETERMINED. INSERT 
C BLANK CARD FOR ZERO LOAD 
DO 61 I=l,41 
IF(INDEXeGT.01 GO TO 52 
READ(5,151ALOAD(Il,ALOAblI.) 
WRITEl6,33511,Xlll,Y(Il,ALOAD(Il,BLOAb(I) 









AMI ll =EMI 1 l 
WRITE16,25)Hlll,Vlll,V41,VT 
200 
C Hill, Vil>, AND Vl411 ARE INITIAL REACTIONS ON DETERMINATE STRUCT. 
25 FORMATl1Hl,415X,Fl2.4) l 
WRITE!6,135l : 
135 FORMAT< // 10X,27HFORCES AND MOMENTS IN FRAME//6X,lHI,13X~lHX,16X, 
11HY,11X,6HMOMENT,15X,2HFV,15X,2HFH,12X,5HSHEAR,6X,11HAXIALl FORCE/I 
WRITE 16, 3 5 l INDEX, XI 1 l , Y 11 l , AM 11 l, V 11) ,H ( 1 l 
DO 71 I =2 ,41 
VI I I= V ( 1-1 l +VLOAD I I -1 l 
HIIl=HII-ll+HLOAD!l-ll 
71 AM I I I =AM I I- ll - IV I I -1 )+VLOAD I I-ll l *IX I I) -XI 1-1 l l - I H ( 1-1 l +HLOAD I I-11 
ll*IYIIl-Yll-lll . 
DO 501 I= 1, 11 
SHEAR(ll=H(ll*{-lol 
501 AXIALlll=V!II .. 
DO 502 1=12,21 
SHEAR(l)=(H(Il*SIN(ALPHll+V(Il*COS(ALPHlll*(-lol 
502 AXIALIIl=Vlll*SINIALPHll-HIIl*COSIALPHll 
DO 503 1=22,31 
SHEAR(ll=Hlll*SINIALPH2l-Vlll*COS(ALPH2) 
503 AXIALIIl=(V(ll*SINIALPH2l+H(Il*COSIALPH21l*(-lol 
DO 504 1=32,41 
SHEAR! I )=HI l l 
504 AXIAL!Il=V!Il*!-lel 
DO 571 1=2,41 
571 WRITEl6,35ll,Xlll,Y!Il,AM!Il,V(Il,Hlll,SHEARl11,AXIALII) 
35 FORMATl5X,I2,7!5X,Fl2.2ll 
IFINSTOP.EQ.1) GO TO 311 
IFINN.EQ.201 GO TO 11 
INDEX = INDEX+l 
DO 81 I= 1,41 
AMOMII,INDEXl~AMIIl 
AM I Il =O. 
HLOADIIl=O• 
APPENDIX C-2 (Continued) 
81 VLOAD-tll=O• 
IF<NDEX.GJ.O> .GO TO 66 
DO 401"1'=1,41 
401 EMIIl~O. - . - · . 
GO TO 17,8,9,10,UJ,INDE~. 
7 HLOAD < 41> = 1 ~ 
GO T0>6 
8 EMC4li=le 
GO TO 6 
9 EM<l>=l•_ 
GO TO 6 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 93 K=l,4 
DO 92 J=K,4 
DO 91 I =2 ,41 
201 
DIFF( I I =I (AMOMC I ,K >+AMOM( I-1,Kl I 12• I*( ( ~MOM!ltJHAMOM( I-1,J) I /2. )* 
lSQRT((X( r,-x, I-111**2+(Y( I 1-Y( J-1) 1**21 /(E*(EYE( ll+EYE( 1-1 I 112. I 
91 DELTACK,Jj=OELTA<K,Jl+DtFFIII - - -









54 FORMATl//5X,7HDELTA P,14X,3H*HR,14X,3H*MR,14X,3H*ML/I 
_55 FORMAT14(5X;Fl5eBII -







tFIINO.GE.41 GO ~O 6~ 
DO 103 J=l,4 
DO 102 K=l,4 
. 102 CONDELIK,J>=DELTAl~,JI 
.103 CONTINUE 
66 DO 104 J=l,4 
DO 105 K=l,4 
105 DELTAIK,Jl=CONDELIK,~) 
104 CONTINUE 
IND=INDEX . _ 
56 CALL SOLM(DELTA,AM,V,H~DELI 
125 FORMATC//311ox,F12.211., 
WRITE16,1251AMl1),AMl4lliH14ll ,· 
DO 12 I= 1,41 
HLOADIIJ=ALOADJI> 
12 VLOADIIJ=BL0ADII1 





APPENDIX C-2 (Continued) 
DO 58 I= 1,41 
j8 H(ll=<H<ll+HLOAD<I>>*<~lel. 
WRITE<6,7l5J(DEL<Il'1=1,3l .· .. 
715 FORMAT<1Hl,8H DEFL = ,El2e5,5X,9HTHETAR = .JE12e5,5i,9HTHETAL = ,El 
12.5) 
WRITE 16, 145 )HU I ,H 141.hV< 1 hVI 41 hAMI 11,AM 141) 
145 FORMAT U/5X,19H REACTIONS TO PIER ,6H HL = ,Fl2e2,5X,6H HR = ,F12 
l,2,5X,6H ~L = ,Fl2e2,S~,6H VR = ,Fl2.2/ .5X,6H ML~ ,Fl2i2,5X,6H MR 
2 = ,F12,2//I . . 





126 CALL PlERIAM,H,D,B,GAMMA,DEL,NSTOPI 
IF<NSTOP.EQ.l) GO TO 11 
DO 200 I =h4 
TII,l)=T< I,2) 
200 TII,2)=TT<I> 
TTI ll =AMI ll 
TT(2l=AM141) 
TT I 3 l =HI 1) 
TT I 4 l =HI 41 ·> 
IFINN.LT.31 GO TO 210: 
DO 202 I= l, 4 
ff( I ABS <TI I, l) -TI I , 2 l l l •LT• I ABS CT I I , 2 >-TT ( I ) ) l I GO TO 211 








GO TO 6 
311 WRITEl6,245l 
245 FORMATl/lOX,17HTESTIIl SATISFIED! 
GO TO 11 
211 WRITE(6,235!I,TTII) 
215 FORMATl//5X,29H***** FAILS TO CONVERGE *****,5X,Il,10X,Fl0·2l 
.i. l GO TO 1 
99 CALL EXIT 
END 
APPENDIX C-2 (Continued) 
$ I BFTC SOLM . NQDECK 
SUBROUTINE~SOLMIDELCON,AM,V,H,DEL1 
DOUBLE PRECISION.DELTA, DELCON, TEMP, AM, H 
DIMENSION DELTAJ4,4l,AMC4lltHC4ll,VC41l, 
DIMENSION DELC3), DFLCONC4,4l 
DO 10 I= 1,4 
DO 10 J=l,4 
10 DELTAII,J)=DELCONCI,Jl 
DO 12 J=l,3 . 
12 DELTAl4,Jl=DE(TAC4,Jl-D~tiJl 
203 
C ************* TEMP PRINT FOR DIAGNO~JS *************************** 
WRITEl6,95l DELTA 
DO 103 J=l,3 
1J4 IFCDELTACl,JleEO.O.l GO TO 199 
TEMP=.DELTAI l,JI 






DO 105 K=l,4 . . . 
105 DELTACK,JJ=DELTAIK,JI-DELTAIK,JPll 
111 DO lf2 J=l,2 
114 IFCDELTAC2,Jl.EQ.O.) GO TO 199 
TEMP=DELTA<2,JI 
DO 112 K=2,4 
DELTACK,Jl=DELTAIK,J)/TEMP 
112 CONTINUE 
DO 113 K=2,4 
113 DELTAIK,ll=DELTACK,11-DELTAIK,2) 









APPENDIX C-2 {Continued) 
. . ... . . ·'. 
$JBFTC .PIER .•. · .. N~DE;K · ... ·. . . . . ... .·.·· · ..• ···. ·. 
sueRouiINE PIERJAM,H,o,e,GAMMA,oEL•NST.oP) · . . . .. 
ooueu: PRECISlON ~M· H. . ;. . ·. > •. '. : • . . ·.· .·· .·. > . ... . . ·. · .. 
O I MENSI ON . AMC 41), H (4 l l ·;PI 2 ( 2 l ,PI 4C 2 h P J 6 C 2J •P 13 C 2 hDEL t 31 tNFLAG C 2 I 
C SUBSCRIPT 1 IS LEFT·PIER, ·2 IS .RI.GHT·PIER I AT ·41. IN MAIN PROGRAM 






"DO 11 I=l,2. . 
IFIPI2111,LEe0el GO TO 21 
NFL AG I I l :=O 
. 12 CONTINUE . 
'IFIPI3illeLEeOi) GO io 22 
13 CONTINUE ·.. · . · · · ·. ··· 
P I.4 I l ).= e000l369*P I l** I·• 50211 *P'i 2 I I l **3, 193*.'.hl>37**PI 3 ( I l 
PI61Il=•00007425*Pt'l**C-~81581*PI21I1**3•027*3-5302**PI3Cll 
IFINFLAGIIl~EGlell .GO TO .41_.. . . . . 
. 11. CONTINUE . . . . . . . 
51 DELlll=IPI4tll-PI4(2ll*B*(~1,1 · 
DEL~2)=PI612l. . 
DELl3)=PI6111 
GO TO 99 
il PI~lI)=PI21Il•<~l·> 
NFLAG(l)=l . 
1FIPI2(I.).EQ~O.) GO TO 31 
.GO TO 12 
22 CONTINUE 
Pl31I!=PI3Cl>*<~l.1 
IFIPI3Cl!iEQ.O.) GO TO 31 
GO TO 13 . . .· 
31 WRITEl6,101PI21Il-,PI3<1> 
10 FORMATl//10X,24H***** E~ROR IN PIS *****,Flo.s,1ox,F10.~,,, 
NSTOP=l 
GO TO 999 
41 PI41I)=PI41ll*<-l.l 
Pl61i>=PI6(Il*C-l;l 









OBSERVED AND PREDICTED DEFLECTIONS AND ROTATIONS OF THE 
PIERS OF ·-THE MODEL FRAME 
Load Ground. Line Deflection, in. Rotations,. radians .. 
lb Obse.rved .. I . Predicted Observed Pred.icted 
Left .. Pi er 1. Tes~ l 
3 0.00040 0.00035' 0.000050 0.000068 
5 0.001'60 0.00171 0.000200 0.000305· 
7 0.00325 0.00470 0.000475 · 0.000792 
9 0.00727 . 0.00966 0.00l013 0.001567 
Right Pier, Test.1 
3 0~00033 0.00035 0.000087 0,000068 
5 0.00095 0.00l7l 0,000225 0.000305 
7 0.00l95 0.00470· 0.000425 0.000792 
9 0.00438 0.00966. 0.000862 0.001567 
Left Pi er, ,:Test 2 _. 
3 0.00048 0.00035 0.000063 0.000068 
5 0.00185 0.00171 0;000275 · 0.000305 .-
7 0.00385· 0,00470 0.000575 0.000792 
9 0.00698 0.00966 0.001062 0.001567 
Left Pierr Test 3-
3 0.00035 0.00035 0;000125- 0.000068· 
5 0.00148' 0.00171 0.000312 0.000305 
7 0.00438 0.00470 0.000412 0.00079·2 · 
9 0;00638 0.00966 0.000963 o. 001567 
Right Pierr Test 3 -
3 0.00143. 0.00035 0.000138 0.000068 
5 0.00343 0. 00171 0.000288 · 0.000305 
7 0.00680 - 0.00470 0.000600 0.000792 
9 0.01040 0.00966 0 .OOll O 0 .001567 
207 
APPENErIX D-2 
OBSERVED HAUNCH DEFLECTIONS AND ROTATIONS AND DEFLECTIONS OF THE 
BASES OF THE FULL-SIZED WOODEN FRAMES 
Total 
Load Frame Load Rotation~ radians Deflection, inches 
No. No. 1 b. Left Leg Rigfit Leg Left Leg Rigfit Leg Haunch 
First Ctcle of Loading 
1 1750 0.00085 0.00051 0.0138 0. 0119 0.079 
2 1450 0.00069 0.00061 0.0077 0.0047 0.069 
3 1400 0.00175 · 0.00073 0.0029 0~0072 0.078 
2 1 3430 0. 00168 0.00111 0.0239 0.0197 · o. 152 
2 3150 0. 00134 0;00106 0.0159 0.0133 0. 137 
3 3340 0.00341 0. 00154 0.00909 0.0155 o. 165 
3 1 4960 0.00252 0.00170. 0.0348 0.0286 · 0.223 
2 4720 · 0.00252 0. 00165 0.0247 0.0222 0.219 
3 . 4820 0.00496 0.00250 0.0174 0.0260 0.253 
4 1 6510 0.00363 0.00244 0.0514 0.0427 0.304 
2 6110 0.00352 0.00219 0.0357 0.0337 0.294 
3 6340 0.00679 0.00356 0.0305 0.0423 0.351 
5 1 8020 0.00498 0~00328 0.0662 0.0576 0.388 
2 6840 0.00408 0.00280 o. 0501 0.0384 0.329 
3 7980 0.00849 0.00473 0. 0421 0.0593 0.461 
6 1 9460 0.00678 0.00412 0,0806 0.0756 0.473 
2 8540 0.00570 0.00383 0.0876 0.00560 0.405 
3 9390 · 0.00990 0.00590 0.0612 0.0752 0.561 
7 1 10700 0.00805 0.00516 0.0934 0.0931 0.558 
2 10400 0.00953 0.00588 0. 13,50 0.0905 0. 573 · 
3 10900 0.01150 0.00740 0.0785 0.0971 0.707 
1 2070 
Second Ci'.cle.of Loading 
0.00140 0.0372 0.258 
2 1330 0.00316 0.00251 0.0531 0.0359 0.240 
3 1700 0.00283 0,00152 0.0441 0.0357 0 ~ 134 
2 1 3210 0.00150 0.0450 0.293 
2 3050 0.00374 0.00295 0. 0611 0.0426 0.313 
3 3620 0.00405 0.00243 0.484 0.0458 0.228 
3 1 4620 0.00203 0.0527 0.356 
2 4640 0.00478 0.00347 0.0717 0.0543 0.406 
3 5090 0.00528 0.00338 0.0516 0.0584 0.323 
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APPENDIX D-2 (Continued) 
Total 
Load Frame Load Rotation, radians Deflection 1 inches 
No. No. lb. Left Leg Rigfit [eg [eft [eg R~gfit [eg Rauncn 
4 l 6000 0.00262 0.0635 0.425 
2 6040 0.00583 0.00405 0.0850 0.0644 0.487 
3 6540 0.00684 0.00432 0.0570 0.0692 0.415 
5 l 7640 0.503 
2 7580 0.00685 0.00473 0.0997 0.0742 0.571 
3 8120 0.00845 0.00539 0.0666 0.0813 0.517 
6 l 9050 0.-00392 0.0860 0.573 
2 9120 0.00814 0.00548 0.118 . 0.0862 0.656 
3 9480 0.00984 0.00633 0.0759 0.0921 0.605 
7 l 10600 0.00469 0.0997 0.655 
2 10600 0.00980 0.00645 0.137 0.102 0.787 
3 11100 0.0114 0.00746 0.0903 0.106 0.716 
l 1350 
Third Cxcle of Load.ing 
· 0.00127 0.0358 0.227 
2 1470 0.00358 0.00284 0.0641 0.0409 0.281 
3 1660 0.00291 0.00177 0.0521 . 0.0437 0.150 
2 l 3160 0.00179 0.0485 0.310 
2 3760 0.00475 0.00373 0.0670 0.0443 0.358 
3 3570 0.00419 0.00260 0.0577 0.0558 0.246 
3 l 4690 0.00233 0.0590 0.379 
2 0.00547 0.00425 0.0764 0.0520 0.436 
3 5000 0.00823 0.00362 0.0252 0.0656 0.336 
4 l 6100 0.00302 0.0698 0.453 
2 6060 0.00591 0.00418 0.0961 0.0708 0.520 
3 6530 0.00987 0.00466 0.0315 0.0780 0.440 
5 l 7560 0.00373 0.0833 0.528 
2 7730 0.00737 0.00513 0.1180 0.0824 0.631 
3 8090 0.01150 0.00574 0.0405 0.0882 0.536 
6 l 9050 0.00432 0.0942 0.601 
2 9330 0 .. 00866 0.00585 0.1420 0.0947 0.702 
3 9480 0.01280 , 0.00670 0.0509 0.0936 · 0.628 
7 l 10600 0.00500. 0.1070 0.728 
2 10900 0.01010 0.00666 0.1540 0.1080 0.828 
3 11000 0.01430 0.00763 0.0600 0.1090 0.722 
l 1340 
Fourth Clcle of Loading 
0.00129 0.0415 0.234 
2 1460 0.00337 . 0.00270 o·.0115 0.0427 0.283 
3 1530 0.00299 ,, o. 00171 0.0591 0.0564 0.155 
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APPENDIX D-2 (Continued) 
Total 
Load Frame Load Rotation, radian~ Deflection, inches 
No. No. lb. Left Leg. Right Leg left Leg Right Leg. Haunc~ 
2 1 . 3270 0.00175 0.0529 0,310 
2 3430 . 0.00427 0.00331 0.0858 0.0553 o. 391 
3 3460 0.00415 0.00254 0,0642 . 0.0686 0.249 
3 1 4440 0.00260 · 0.0648 0.390 
2 4870 0.00542 0.00400 0.0990 0.0660 0.488 
3 5000 0.00530 0.00368 0.0664 0.0818 0.353 
4 1 6250 0.00313 0.0765 0.460 
2 6380 0.00662 0.00466 0.1150· 0.0791 0.586 
3 6430 0.00700 0.00462 0.0710 0.0926 0.445 
., 
5 l 8560 0.00362 0.0876 0.528 
2 7860 0.00777 0.00547 0.134 0.0893 0.669 
3 
6 1 9230 0.00434 0.0999 0.611 
2 9380 0.00894 0.00616 0.149 0.101 0.764 
3 9550 0.00996 0.00664 0.0915 0.115 0.641 
7 1 10700 0.00500 0.110 0.686 
2 10800 0.0105 0.00699 0.171 0.111 0.848 
3 10900 0.0114 0.00738 0.101 0.128 0.732 
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